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ABSTRACT

The agirrg of the Canadian population will have rlumerous effects on the functioning of

our society. One of the most significar.rt rvill be the ability to pay for the housing and

care of seniors who can no longer function independently. In an effort to reduce tlie

need for expensive institutionalbased care semi-independent forms of housing are

beirrg looked atby govemment policy makers. Semi-independent forms of housing

allow seniors to remain in the community with limited care, which benefits both the

serrior andtax payers. One form of semi-independent housing is garden suites.

A market study preparcd by Gailup Canada indicated that the potential dema¡cl for

garden suites ín Canada is substantial and worthy of program implementation in

selected cities. The purpose of this practicum is to examirre the viability of the garde¡

suite in the krrown context of the city of Nanaimo, British columbia.
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Chapter '/..O

PURPOSE, BACKGROUND, APPROACH, OBIECTTVE,
ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

1.1. PURPOSE

The purpose of this practicum is to examine garden suites as an alternative means of

housing Canada's,and specifically Nanaimo British Columbia's, aging population. For

the purposes of this review, a garden suite is a self contained mobile unit that is located

in fhe rear or side yard of a family member's residential lof. The senior lives in the unit

and canreceive support as needed from their family, community and goverïment. The

perceived benefits of this housing form are: the reduced need to construct and

maintain costly institutions to house our aging population; a more cost effective

delivery of health care services in a more desirable setting (i.e. the home and family);

the ability to maintain and develop family bonds and foster the provision of informal

care to the senior; and the provision of the senior with a greater degree of

independence and control over their environment, and hence a better quality of life.

A garden suite program has been successfully running in the State of Victoria in

Australia since the early I970's. Transplantation of this program to Canada has been

examined by The Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) and several

government garden suite pilot projects have been undertaken. To date, however, the

concept has not received wide spread acceptance. This practicum specifically

examines the potential of developinga garden suite housing program in Nanaimo,

British Columbia and explores the physical, economic, regulatoryrlegal and political

reasons that may account for the limited use of this housing form, in Canada.



I.2. BACKGROUND

I.2.1. THE AGING OF NORTH AMERICAN SOCIETY

One of the most significant changes occurring in North American society is the aging

of the population both as a percentage and in absolute numbers. Based on the most

recent andaccwrate population figures Çuly 1st, 1995) 120,6 of Canadians are ìSyears

of age or older. By the year 20OÇ Statistics Canada estimates that 22 o/o of Canadians

will be setrior citizens (65 year of age or older)r. A population is considered "old" by

demographic standards when more than 7o/o of its members are 65 years of age or

older.z

The roots of this agíng frend in Canada lies with the changing relationship between

the birth rate, the death rate, immigration arrd emigration. In 1881 Canadawas

considered to be a young nation with only 40,6 of its population 65 years of age or

older.s Similar to other developing nations both the birth rate and the death rate in

canadain 188 I were relatively high in comparison to today's standards. The

population of a developing nation generally has a large number of young working

people with smaller numbers of "dependent" children and seniors. Generally, as a

country develops the death rate and birth rate begin to decrease, resulting in an

increase in the 'dependent' segment of the population. In terms of the uhealth' of a

counfry the ratio between "workin¡¡" and "dependent" members of the population is

I Statislics Canada, Po
r M. Novak, Aci

p.36.
3 lbid., p. 36.

2

(Scarborough, 1988)



important in that it can effect the economic productivity of a nation and hence it's

ability to care for the "dependent" segments of society.a

A decrease in a nation's death rate is uzually the result of three factors, namely:

improvements in medical care; better living conditions; and abetter environment in

general's In Canada, life expectancy has steadily increased over the last cenfury. In

the 18OO's approximately I 50Á of the population lived to age 60, and,only about lo%

to age 70'6 Currently on average Carradian men can expect to live to age 75, and

women to age 81.7

The decrease in a nation's birth rate is generally the result of a decrease in infant

mortality and cltanges in societal norms.s As infant mortality decreases due to medical

advancements and improvements in living quarters and the general environment,

people no longer treed to have numerous children to ensure the viability of the family.

Improvements in, and access to birth control, the changing role of women, as well as

society's acceptance of childless couples are other reasons for a declining birth rate.s

ln Canada the birth rate has steadily declined. ln 7921 the average number of

children pcr woman was 3.5, in I gG I it was 2.4, in 1981 it was 2.2 and curyently it

is 1.6.10

Immigration and emigration rates also effect the makeu p of a nationts population. For

Canada, immigration has played a much more significant role than emigration in the

a lbid., p. 69.
s M. Novak, Successful Aging (Ontario,lgg5) p. 3g
6 lbid., p.39.
7 Statistics Canada
8 M. Novak, Op. cit., p. +3.
e lbid.,p.43.
to lbid. and Statistics Canada



current aging of our population. As a 'new" country people came to Canadzto escape

economic and or political sifuations in their home country, or in search of new

opportunities' This is reflected by the waves of immigrants from Europe who entered

Canadabetween 1901-19 I 1, 191 9- 1929 and 7940-195O. Between 19O1 and lg'1.1,

I to 1.5 million people immigrated to Canada.lt In this ten year period immigration

accounted for 440,6 of Canada's total population increase.rz The two successive waves

of immigrants in 1919 and I g4O were similar in size. While the immigrants who

arrived in the early part of the century begin to die, those who came in the next two

waves and the children they produced, will fill the ranks of our seniors population

well into the next decade.

I.2.2. THE BABY BOOM

In North America the most significant demographic occurrence in relation to our

aging population is the so called "baby boom". The baby boom is generally defined as

the sharp increase in the birth rate between lg4o andthe mid l96o,s.rg

Demographers refer to this dramatic change in the birth rate as the "pig in a python

effect".t¿ The bulge of people who form the baby boom are represented as the

swallowed pig , with the remainder of the population graph which is relatively flat,

being represented by the python. As the baby boom passes through its life span it has

and will continue to have a significant effect on society. Just as thebaby boom affected

the demand for schools, the job market and single family housing starts in its youth,

as it ages this demographic block will affect the demand for health carersupportive

housing as well as other goods and services.

' 
I Op. cit., p.37.

t? Ibid., p. 38.

'r lbid., p.45.
r4lbid



I.2.3. THE STRAIN ON SOCIAT PROGRAMS

The most pressing issue raised by the aging of our population is the inequitable ratio

between the'working" and tnon-working" members of canadiansociety. The

financial uburden" placed on fewer'working'people in order to support the existing

social programs currently provided in Canada is anticipated to be substantial. Based

on this demographic trend alone, it is reason able to assume that without some form of

intervention by government and citizens, the quality, and possibly the existence of our

social programs will be in jeopardy.

In terms of this oncoming wave of seniors and their demand on social programs, health

care, income and housing will experience the greatest strain as the are the basic

requirements of all citizens. These three social programs address the fundamental

needs of all members of our society , and are inextricably intertwined. Due to the

common occurYences associated with aging( i.e. declining health and a fixed or

declining income), the importance of these fundamental needs increases.

I.2.4. AGING IN PLACE

The aging of thc Canadian population and its current and projected financial strain

on basic social programs has forced both the Federal and Provincial governments to

look at how they can provide services to seniors in more cost effective manner.rs

One method of addressing the strain on these social programs caused by our aging

population, is the concept of "aging in place" . "Aging in place" or "staying put,, are

5

ts The B.c. Royal conrmission on Health (ìare., closer to Home (Victoria, I99l) p. B-21.



terms used to describe the process of aging in one's home and/or community. It is

proposed that if seniors canbe maintained in the their home and/or community, for a

longer period of fime, the high costs associated with institution albased, care canbe

reduced.rG The projected costs savings associated with home basedcare is not only

limited to reducing infrástructure (i.e. nospitars, nursing homes) but also includes an

increased reliance on family and community to provide physical and emotional

support for the senior. As for the senior, agingin place is felt fo provide them with a

better quality of life and support and enhance ties to family and community.rz

Aging in place was the norm in Canadian society until recently. The trend toward

institution living for seniors started in the early 1gSo's partly as a rezult of the

changing nature of the family and due to the type of health services that were covered

under our national health plan.ts

The increased mobility of the family in search of economic opporfunities, during this

same period, meant that parents and grown children often lived in different cities,

which is not conducive to intra- generational support. As well the number of married

women employed outside the home has increased dramatically since the early 1950's,

in part due to economic needs, and the changing roles of women.te Women continue

to be the primary informal care givers for both children and elderly. With a greater

percentage of women in the work force a significant resource of informal care has

been depleted. Table I shows the dramatic increase of the percentage of women

working outside the home between 1 gS I and lg7 t.

r6lbid., p.A-8.
¡7 lbid.
ts M. Lazatowich and B. Haley, Granny Flats: Their practicalify and

. Implenrentation( Waterlocr, IgSZ) p. S.
ts Op cit., p. 8.

6



Table 1

ied W
By Age,

195I-I971

AGE 1951 1961 t97l
Is-te ts.e -"'2it'.1*' 

s3.8

20-24

25-34

35-41

45-54

55-64

65 and over

15 and over

16.8

to.7

10.5

8.9

4.4

t.2

9.6

25.7

18.7

zl.o

2t.t

11.9

?2

18.s

46.8

J 5.tt

36.9

35.9

23.3

3.7

34. I **

married and in the labour force.*t The total participation rate for 1971 only includes wonren between the ages of 23-6l inste¿d ot
15 and over.

Source: Laza'rowtchrM., (1982). Granny Flats: Their Practicalit.v and I¡nplementafion. p. 9.

Another factor which playeda significant role in the movement towards

instifution alizatiott of seniors was that home care was not included under insured

health care services. As such,'those seniors with a range of health problems were all

forced to seek institution al care in order to address their needs.zo

while basic home cate services are now covered under our health plan, the ability of
the family to function as a care giver remains the same. while family contact betwee'

generations may be high, the ability to care for eachother remains limited due to

30 Op. cit., p. IO.



Seogra.phic and or time constraints. Families currently devote more hours a week to

the labour market in order to make ends meet then ever before.zr

1.2.5. PFTYSICAL MEANS OF AGING IN PTACE

The success of the "aging in place" concept lies in the provision of a range of

supportive housing options by type, tenure and cost, so as to address the social,

physical and financial needs of abroad spectrum of seniors. The form of housing must

also facilitate fhe delivery of health care and support services, which the senior will

require as they age. For example design feafures such as grab bars in the washrooms,

easy entry and exit showers and tubs, non-slip flooring, and emergency call buttons

all work towards aiding the senior to remain independent longer, and assist the service

providers in administering basic care.

Currently if a senior wishes to uage in place" their housing options are limited fo:

I) Private homes with care services;

2) Secondary suites with care services;

3) Mobile homes or second houses on a residential lot with care services.

3) Public or private congregate care.facilities; and

4) Abbeyfield housing.

Depending on where a senior lives all or none of these options may be available. As

well, seniors are not a homogcneous population and as such the existing housing forms

may not address their housing needs. The development and support of alternative

I
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suPPortive housing forms is necessary if government is to realíze the projected

financial benefits projected by having seniors uage in place.,

An alternative supportive housing option for seniors worthy of examination is a

garden suite . A garden suite is a mobile self contained dwelling unit that is installed

in the rear or side yard of a family members residential lot. The garden suite or similar

concepts have proven themselves as a viable housing form in England and partìcularly

Australia.

In comparison to other forms of senior's housing the gardens suite's primary advantage

is it's mobility. Being mobile allows the unit to be moved to where a needexists. As

weli, the garden suite can be constructed for less money than either an apartment or

congregate care facility. The reason behind its economy is that it requires no capital

investment in land or infrastructure. These two components fraditionally make up the

largest percentage of the construction costs of "stationary" housing i.e. apartment

buildings, congregate care facilities.

The garden suite also provides the senior with a greater degree of independence than

congregate living, while at the same time allowing the senior to be close enough to a

family member for inform al care to be provided when needed. The garden suite can

also facilitate the enhancement and development of family bonds.

As with all forms of housing, garden suites also have their negative aspects. In the

case of this housing form they include: potential isolation of the senior; the (NIMBY"

syndrome from adjacent neighbours; difficulty limiting occupancy to seniors; and the

cost of the unit itself.
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Given the advantages of this form of housing, the demonstrated need for alternative

forms of zupportive housing for seniors, and governments desire to reduce the costs of

caring for seniors, it is interesting as to why this housing form has yet to take hold in

canada. This practicum will explore the physical, economic, regulatory,legal and

political issues which may effect up-take of this housing form.

1.3 PROBLEM STATEMËNT

The City of Nanaimo has a current and projected population (percentage) of seniors

greater than either British Columbia or Canada as a whole. The seniors currently

residing in Nanaimo have comparatively low incomes, with approximately 650Ábeing

eligible for assisted housing according to the British Columbia Housing Management

Corporation gross annual income cap figure ($ Zl SOO). The dçmand for seniors

health and home care services is high according to the Nanaimo health unit records,

and waiting lists exist for both private and public congregate care facilities. The only

alternative housing options for seniors who require some assistance with daily living is

residing in their home, apartment or secondary suite with formal and inform al care

services.

In keeping with the Government of British Columbia mandate to promote "aging in

place", an assessment of the potential to implement a garden suite program in

Nanaimo, is appropriate. Such a review is also timely in that the City of Nanaimo is

currently preparinga new Official Community plan (O.C.p.). As part of the review of

the O.C.P., issues of housing needs, housing forms and densification arebeing

discussed. General comments, as well as the results of a specific survey question, have

been received in relation to garden suites and their acceptability in Nanaimo. As the
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1.

s¡.rccessful implementation of a garden zuite program depends on many factors which

are culturally, politically,legally and physically unique to a specific country, region or

city individual garden suite studies are warranted.

The purpose of this practicum is to evaluate whether the Corporation of the City of

Nanaimo should encouraSe and assist with the implementation of a garden suite

proSram for seniors in Nanaimo. The specific objectives of this practicum are:

To examine the success and failure of garden suite programs abroad and in

Canada;

To determine whether an actual market for garden suites exists in Nanaimo;

To determine the physical, familial and social requirements and constraints of a

garden suite program and how these factors relate to its successful

implementation as an alternative form of housing in Nanaimo;

To determine the economic costs of a gard,ensuite based on tenure options and

the economic constraints when implementinga garden suite program;

To review methods of implementation and regalation and suggest the best

means for Nanaimo;and

To review legal and.political considerations that may effect the implementation

of a garden suite program in Nanaimo.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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1.5. METI{OD OF RESEARCH

Given that the purpose of this practicum is to examine the viability of garden suites as

an alternative form of housing Canada'srand specifically Nanaimo British Columbia's,

aging population, certain fundamental quesfions/issues need to be examined. This

practicum examines the questions/issues in a general context initially and then as part

of a case study in relation to the City of Nanaimo.

Of primary importance is whether a potential market exists for this housing form. A

potential market for a product is considered to exist where a need is met by a good.

The methods used to explore the question of the existence of a potential market include

a review of relevant literature pertaining to: demographics; the aging of the North

American population (specifically Canada); the characteristics of this population; fheir

needs in regard to housing; the ability of a gardensuite to fulfill their housing needs in

comparison to other existing forms of housing; and the success/failure of previous and

existing garden suite programs. The literature reviewed covered five major disciplines

namely; statistics, gerontolog¡r, sociolog¡r, economics and planning. These questions

are explored in chapter 2 and,specifically in terms of Nanaimo in Chapter 7.

Beyond questioning the existence of a potential market for garden suites, is the need to

examine the existence of an actual market. While a product may exist which fulfills a

need, the price of the product, the ability/desire of the target population to pay the

price, the attractiveness of alternative housing opfions, and the ability of the product

to function physically, all play a role in the actual up-take of this ugood".
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The method used to explore the existence of an actual market involved the review of

past and existing garden suite programs in Canada and abroad in relafion to: the

physical realities and requirements of a garden suite; the cost of a untt the costs

associated with the a vanety of program delivery systems; price thresholds; and the

ability of the intended population to pay the associated costs. The examination

involved both wriften material and open ended interviews. These quesfions are

explored in chapters 2 and 4 and again in chapter 7 in relation to Nanaimo.

While this practicum is not a social analysis of Canadian society and the family, the

st¡ccess and proported social and financial benefits of a garden suite does rely on the

active participation of these two parties. As such, it is important to examine the role of

In an effort to understand the roles of these participants in the successful

implementation of this form of housing, a review of past and existing garden suite

Programs ín Canada and abroad, and relevant literature in the fields of sociology,

statistics and economic was undertaken. The review specifically examined: the need

for and benefits of family and societal involvement; the changing structure of the

family; the changing nature of community; and the changing role of government.

These issues are explored in Chapter 4.

In order for a housing proSram to function in an orderly manner and address the

needs and concerns of all parties involved (i.e. the occupant, the hosf family,

community and government) a certain level of regulation is necessary. Both the

its mandate.
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issues. In the case of gardeq suites the targeting of a specific pouulation, namel)¡

seniors. has raised the issue of discriminatory practices. While an actual market may

exist, if a housing pro1ramcan not be successfully implemented in legal and social-

political terms it is likely to fail.

An exploration of the ramifications of regulatory and implementation measures and

the success of a garden suite program involved the review of past and existing garden

suite programs in Canada and. abroad; the review of pertinent literature in the field of

law and municipal regulation; and open ended interviews with professionals in the

areas of law, municipal regulation and municipal adminisbration. These issues are

examined in chapter 6 and specifically in terms of Nanaimo in chapter 7.

1.6. ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions and limitations applyto this document.

¡ Witlr respect to this practicum the terms "seniors' and "elderly' refer to that

segment of the population 65 years of age or older.

¡ With respect to this practicum the term ttold seniors' or 'old-oldt refers to that

segment of the population 75 years of age or older.

o With respect to this practicum the term ugarden suite' refers to a self contained,

mobile, dwelling unit, that is located in the rear or side yard of a family member's

residential lot.

o Meatrs of program regulation outlined in Chapter 5, are those currently permitted

within the Province of British Columbia, as outlined in The Municipal Act and/or

The Land Title Act.
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Chapter 2.O
HO

2.1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter will review the changi ng demographic structu re of canadars population

and its effect upon housing for seniors. The chapter will also examine the general

characteristics of the seniors population and their housing needs, and how they relate

to garden suites as a form of housing. The latter half of the chapter will provide an

overview of the origins and goals of the gard,en suite conce pt, and.defunct and

established garden suite programs abroad and,within canada.

In developing effective housing options for seniors , the characteristics and needs of this
population must be examined and taken into consideration.

2.2.1,. POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

ln Canada, demographic projections for seniors poinf to seven (7) significant trends

related to housing, and the development of effective government poricy:

1) The proportion of seniors will grow more quickly than any other age group. In
190I seniors composed 5% of the population. In l ggs this percentage rose to

12o/o, and it is projected that seniors will compo se 220,6 of the population by

2006.2?

22 M. Novak, (Scarborough, I ggg)
p.45.
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2) The number of seniors will continue to grow as an absolute number. In 1gg5

there were approximately 3.5 million seniors in Canada. By 2Ol4 this number

is projected to be nearly 5 million.zs

3) Tlne area of greatest growth in the senior's population is old seniors (i.e. those

people age 75 or older). It is projectedthat 2OOl thatold seniors will account

for 250,6 of the seniors population.za

4) As the result of increased life expectancies of women in comparison to men,

the proportion of women in the seniors' population continues to grow. In

1 900 there were 100 women for every I os men aged 6s and over. By 1 gg 1

tlrere were 124 women for every I oo men age 65-7g, and. rg4 women for

every lOO men age 80 and over. It is projected that the gap between women

and men in the years between 65 and 79 will level off at approximately

134:7O0, respectively. However, the ratio of women to men after the age of 80

is projected to increase such that in the year 2OOl women will out number men

almost 2:1.25

5) A decrease in income is a common experience for most seniors. However,

women and partícularly single or widowed women experience the greatest

reduction in income. This income disparity is a product of one or more of the

following circumstances; women not working outside of the home, as such not

being eligible for a pension, spousal pension plans not providing or

t'Statistics 
C¿nada, 1995 Data

2o B. McPherson., Asine as a Social process (Ioronto, 1990) p. g5.
" M. Novak, Aging and Societv: A Canadian perspective (Scarborough, lggg)

p.69.
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accounting for adequate survivor benefits, women having sporadic work

records due to the need to care for family and childr en and as a resuh have no

or limited personal pension benefits, women's'tendency to work for smaller

non-unionized companies that have no, or inadequ ate, prívate pension plans,

and women on average being paid less then men. In 1gg3 women over the

age of 65 made up 7o.7oÁ of all seniors below the low income line.z6

6) In terms of health, both the number or and,severity of chronic health

conditions itrcrease with age. As well, chronic condifions are more prevalent

with certain segments of the seniors population, namely; old seniors and

women.zT

7) There is and will continue to be aheavy distribution of seniors in urban

centers' In 1 98 1,78oÁ of seniors lived in urban centers with over 40% of these

seniors living in cities of 5oO OOo or more people.zE :Jrbanizationis a trend

that genetally accompanies industrialization. In terms of the seniors

population, the increase percentage of urban dwellers canbe accounted for by

the need and desire to be close to services sought after by this population i.e.

medical and supportive housing.

Given fhese trends it is important that housing policies not only account for the

number of seniors, but also the increased proportion of \Àr''omen, the decrease in health

and the decrease itr income. As well housing policies must address the realities of

urban living.

26 op. cit., p. 185.

" tbid., p. 62.
tt 

S. Brink., Housing The Elderlv in Canada (Ottarva, tgga) p. 32.
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2.2.2. SENIORS' HOUSING NEEDS

Apart from the demographic trends noted above there are basic housing needs

common to all seniors, which need to be addressed in order for a housing program to

be successful. This is not to say that seniors can be treated,as a homogeneous group,

ratherthat there are fundamental needs for certain segments of sociefy given common

occurrences in the cohort 8roup. For seniors fhese common occurrences would be a

decreased or fixed income, decreasing health and mobili ty and,the accompanying loss

of control over their environment. These occurrences are progressional and may not

occur at all, or to the same extent, for individual seniors. Satya Brink in her work

"Housing Elderly People in Canada", defines these basic housing needs as follows:

1) Financial Assistance With a legislated retiremenf age of 65, the trend towards

earlier retirement , and an increased life expect ancy,seniors are now dependent on

savings and petrsions to generate income to purchase goods and services, earlier, and

for longer periods of time. In terms of pension plans, the ability of these funds to

make and maintain payments is in question, due to the sheer numbers of people

drawing on the funds, in comparison to those paying into them. In addition not all

pension funds are indexed to account for increases in the cost of living. With fixed

income, the percentage of a seniors income going towards shelter increases and, pnce

sensitivity becomes an issue. For a housing program to be effective it must be

accessible by people with varying incomes;

2) location Requirements The majority of seniors wish to remain in their existing

home and neighbourhood as they àge3s Familiarity of surroundings and established

?s C. Kathler., Housing That Grandn¡a Helped plan (Vancouver, LSST) p. S.
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ties to the community are the primary reasons for this decision.3o For the majority of

seniors their existing home is a single family detached dwelling.sr A senior's decision

to stay in their home, and the real or perceived lack of acceptable alternative forms of

housing, means that seniors often remain in unzuitable housing for too long (i.e. too

large or expensive to maintain, and with no or few design features/a.ssistance tools

which would allow them to remain healthy and independent for a longer period of

time) forcing them to make premature moves to instituti onal care. If seniors are tobe

coaxed from their homes in an effort to lengthen the period they can remain

independe nt and.in the community, location issues of housing must be dealt with.

Due to fhe high cost of well sifuated land in relation to amenities such as commercial

and offices services, transit and recreational facilities, seniors facilities have historically

been relegated to the less desirable "fringe" lands that are less expensive. Generally

only the high end private seniors facilities can afford, the centrally located and more

desirable development land. The prohibitive cost of well situated development sites

often means that seniors housing is located in less desirable areas. Undesirable in

terms of a senior is that which is not located near required or desired services.

Proximity to basic services becomes an issue as a senior may not physically be able to

drive or walk great distances. As well, the cost of private or public transportation may

be too greatrbased on the frequency ofoutings;

3) Support Services Assistance may be required with daily tasks such as cooking and

cleaning. In an effort to maintain independence seniors often forgo such tasks which

in the end can have severe health consequenccs. As with any service the availability,

30 ¡bid.
3t lbid., p. 4.
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variety and cost of these services must take into account the wide range of seniors and

their needs. of greatest importance with any delivery scheme is the ability to address

the needs of the economically marginal or poor segment of the population. If the cost

is not reasonable the senior will be placed in the position of having to decide how to

make ends meet. All too often the senior is wiliing to sacrifice basic needs just so that

they can remain in the community;3z

4) Medical Care Access The two most fundamental needs of the population in general

and seniors specifically is housin g and,health care. With the older segment of the

population , and the inevitable infirmity, these two basic needs become inextricably

intertwined. In order to maximize a senior's independence and hence ability to remain

in the community, housing and health care must be viewed in an integrative marurer.s3

Residency in the community can be greatly extended given even limited health care

proSrams. As more and more long term hospital beds are closed the need for extensive

community based health care proSrams will increase. Within Canadzand even

individual provinces a utriformity of service appears not to exist.sa Gaps in serwices

can lead to premature instituti onalization of a senior; and

5) Specially Desiqned Housing Simple additions to a seniors living space zuch as grab

bars in the washroom, non-slip flooring, easy access showers or tubs, lever door

hatrdles, can extend the seniors ability to care for themselves or a spouse and remain

independent for a longer period of time. The majorify of these design features canbe

added to a housing form with little to no additional cost as compared to standard

ll [. nppleyard., Difticulqies o-f providjnq support services (vancouver, r 994) p. 6 r.33 G. Gutman and A. Wister, Proqressive AcCdrn.rnodajion for Seniors: lnterfaóiirg 
-

Shelter ancl Services (Vancouver, Igg{) p. 4T
&t lbid., p. .19.
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housing. However the cost savings associated with a senior remaining in the

community longer is immense. In addition the senior is generally perceiv ed, to have a

better quality of life if they can remain relatively independe nt and, in the community of

their choice.

For a goverrtment which must deal with the associated costs of service delivery to

seniors, keeping them independent is also a sought after goal. The difficulfy lies in

providing a range of housing alternatives that address all of these needs and are

acceptable to; a variety of seniors, the community and government. Not only must

these housing forms foster independence by addressing the basic needs noted above,

they musf meet economic treeds of all partíes, they must foster the delivery of health

and support services, and must fit within the realm of government regulation.

2.3. HOUSING OPTIONS FOR SENIORS

Housing options for Canadian seniors can be divided into three categories;

independent, semi-independent, and dependent. A seniorts movement through these

different forms of housing is the result of their increasing physical and or mental

disability. Figure 7 graphícally represents the transition between these forms of

housing, characterized by an increasing need for care and loss of independence.

Not all seniors will progress through all forms of housing types and progression is not

necessarily linear. However, for most seniors declining health will force them to

consider a housing alternative other than independent living in their own home.
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Based on scniors desire for independence, increasing the tvpes and improving the

quality of semi-independent forms of housing can only be seen as positive, giverr t¡e

alternative of moving into a dependent care scenario.

Figure I

Housing TYpes and Services
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Of greatest interest for a government is the significant cost savings associated with

semi-independent forms of housing. As stated before as a person ages the relationship

between successful health care and successful housing become inextricably

infertwined. For any government faced with a quickly growing agtng populafion,

alternative cost effective means to house and service this group becomes imperative.

seniors are obviously not a homogeneous group and as such a variety of semi-

independent housing options need to be provided. The opporfunity exists given the

development of well thought out shelter / care programs, to serve people with more

chronic and long-term care needs in the community rather than an institufion.

currently in canada semi-independent housing options are limited to:

1) Private homes with care services;

2) Secondary suites with care services;

3) Mobile homes or second houses on a residential lot with care services:

3) Public or private congregate care facilities; and

4) Abbeyfield housing.

Depending on the community all or few of these options may be available. It is

important that other semi-independent options be examined such that limitations of

geography, market, and population do not severely restrict peoples access and options

when it comes to supportive housing.
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Seography' market, and population do not severely restrict peoples access and opfions

when it comes to supportive housing.

one alternative form of semi-independent housing that has potential to meet the

increasing demand for such housing, and the common needs of the seniors population

is the garden suite. A successful garden suite program in The State of Victoria in

Australia has resulted in aftempts by Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporafion

(CMHC) to transplant this housing concept. Garden suites are preîerable over other

forms of supportive housing in that they can usually be put on the market for less

money than conventional institution based or stationary housing forms(i.e. congregate

care, apartments); they assist in maintaining or enhancing family and community ties;

and their location in the back yards of a family members residential lot creates an

environmenf where the needs of seniors can in partbe met by the family and,/or

community first, rather than relyinS on more expensive government services.

In terms of addressing the previously noted housing needs of seniors and the general

characteristics of Canada's agingpopulation , gardensuites generally fair well.

The mobile nature of the garden suite eliminates the primary cost found in developing

other static forms of seniors housing, namely serviced land. The associated cost savings

can hence be passed on to the senior who would either rent or purchase the garden

suite. The lower costs associated with manufacfured housing (i.e. mass production in a

controlled environment) would also result in cost savings. The lower costs associated

with garden suites as compared to other forms of semi-independent housing, would be

attractive to seniors given that the majority of them have fixed incomes. Canadjan
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demographics would also indicated that garden suites with their lesser cost would be

altractive to the increasing population of older women who are on average poorer than

the general seniors population.

Gatden suites are designed to be located in the rear or side yard of the seniorrs or

family members residential lot. The mobile nature of the garden suite allows a senior

to remain in their o\r/n community and or foster family ties. Depending on the

neighbourhood, services(commercial, transit, recreation etc.) may be readily avaílable

to the senior. However, in other circumstances the senior may be solely reliant on the

family to meet their basic daily needs. Given the prevalence of two income families in

Canada the reality exists that a senior living in a garden suite may be alone for most of

the day,in avacated neighbourhood. The potential isolation of a senior is a reality for

all forms of semi-independent housing other than congregate care or Abbeyfield

housing.

The mobile nature of garden suites has a significant advanlage over ofher forms of

semi-independent seniors housing in that it can quickly and easily meet the fluctuating

demand for housing and address the changing needs of seniors. Unlike static housing

for seniors, when the demographic wave of seniors ebbs, gard,en suites do not result in

costly purpose built strucfures needing to be torn down or converted for another use.

In general seniors need for support services and medic al care increases as they age.

The garden suite is advantageous as it encourates and facilitates families to provide

basic daily care and health serwices rather than having the senior rely on costly

government programs. The family by their proximity also gains a better

understanding of the seniors needs and catt act as an effective advocate with external
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agencies when needed, to ensure the seniors needs arebeíngmet. In public and

pnvate care facllities the physical abilities of a senior is the determining factor as to

whether they are accepted by the facility, or must advance onto the next level of care.

The ability of a senior to enter or remain ín a gardensuite is solely dependent on the

senior and their family, and whatextent of support and carethey are willing to

receive/provide. In this way the garden suite provides a greater degree of

independe nce andcontrol over how they live to the senior.

Gardetr suites can be designed at the factory to include special feafures to assist the

senior maintain their independence. In their own home necessary renovations may not

be possible or are too much physically or financially for the senior to undertake..

The garden suite concept itself, initiatives abroad,and within Canadaare the focus of

the next section, in an effort to examine the attributes and pitfalls of such a housing

form.

2.4. GARDEN SUITES

2.4.1. THE CONCEPT DEFINED

The garden suite cotrcept calls for a portable self contained dwelling unit to be located

on a single family lot of ablood relation. The garden suite concept allows a senior who

requires some assistance with daily living to remain in the community, with the

support of family, community and government. The concept is promoted by Canada

Housing and Mortgage Corporation (C.H.M.C.) as a cosf effective and flexible

alternative to housing the growing seniors populafion. The dwelling units may be

either bought or rented from ati administrative body. When the senior dies or moves
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into an intermediate or extended care facility the unit is avatlable for use by another

senior. Added benefits of this housing concept are the utilization of existing zoned and,

serviced land, freeing up of underutílued housing stock, strengthening of family ties

and fosteringa greater sense of independence for seniors.

2.4.2. INITTATIVES ABROAD

A similar concept to garden suites called granny f1ats has existed for years in Great

Britain. Granny flats are self contained units built adjacent or attached to a prtmary

dwelling. Unlike a garden suite granny flats are not portable. Granny flats can eiiher

be owned or rented. In both cases) the units fall under the jurisdiction of alæal

housing autliority.

Granny flats take several different forms. The units canbe sited on a single family lot

either aftached to the main house or separate, or they canbe incorporated into

multiple family developments where a smaller unit for the senior is located.either

above or below the larger family unit.

A review of granny flat programs in England was conducted in the late I gSO's by the

Housing Development Directorate. This assessment concluded that this form of

housing was Senerally well reeeived by all participants, and appearedto facilitate

seniors remaining in the community for longer periods of time.ss

The elderly tenants of the granny flats at the time of the review were found to be older,

more of them were disabled, and more lived alone, then the elderly population in

3s A. Tinker, Housing the Elclerly: How Successful are Grannv Annexes? (toncion. t9s9) p. L
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2)

3)

8eneral.36 It was estimated that 220,6 of the granny fTat tenants in the study would have

been in residential care had this supportive environment not been available.3z

The study concluded that the granny flat tenants abíIity to remain in the community

for an extended period of time, was a result of three factors3s:

I) The purpose built Sranny flats were easy for the senior to run and provided the

tenant with a high level of satisfaction;

The amount of support received from the senior's family; and

The amount of support provided by the government.

In terms of the family relationships not all participants (seniors and their families)

wanted to be located next door to one another. While the vast majority of participants

in the study felt family ties had been strengthened and enjoyed the proximity, concerïr

was raised by some participants about the potential for loss of privacy and unwanted,

or impossible expectations being placed on the other party.se Some senior/famlly

pairings felt that they wanted to be near each other but not next door. This concem

did raise the possibility of locating several granny flats together within a single family

housing district. This scheme would address the concerns about loss of pnvacy and,

broaden the scope of the granny flat concept.

In terms of local government housing authorities, most felt that the granny flat had

been a "limited" or "qualified" success.{o Their concerns were gener ally relatedto the

static nafure of the unit and the resulting complexity of administering the program.

36 lbid.
37lbid.
38 Ibid.
3e lbid., p.
ao lbid., p.

2t.
15.
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Local housing authorities felt that when a successful pairing between senior and family

existed, the concept was a success. However, they felt the concept lell apart when

there \à/as a death, when one party moved, or when a desired match could not be made

because both participants did not reside in the same areaor the units (the main house

and the flat) did not become available at the same time.at

A concern that was not mentioned in this study was that the static nafure of the units,

and the associated cost of construction, does not allow government or the private sector

to easily ancl quickly address the flucfuating number of seniors who require supportive

housing in order to remain in the community.

A similar housing concept to granny flats emerged in The State of Victoria, Australia

in 1975' The Australian residential unit called a garden suite, was different from the

Sranny flat in that it was mobile and was not attached to the pnmary dwelling. Unlike

the granny flat the mobile unit was able to meet the fluctuation in fhe population

needing supportive housing. The unit was more cost effective fhen static strucfures in

that it took advantage of existing serviced land. In terms of development, land cost and

servicing traditionally consume the greatest portion of the construction budget.

The Victoria State garden suite program was originally setup to include both a rental

and ownership scenario.{2 Both forms of tenure were used so as to meet the needs and

desires of the greatest ttumber of seniors as possible. Self financed ownership had its

advantage in that it allowed a senior to jump long waiting lines for rental units.¿s The

Sovernment also eliminated the potential problem of trying to sell the unit when no

4r lbid.
az T. Meyer, interyiew by author, telephone, I 9th June, I g96.
43lbid.
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longer needed by the senior, by agreeing to purchase the unit back at full construction

costs.ar While the rental program still exists with approximately 2OOO to 25OO units

in place, the ownership option has ceasedas. The reasons for terminating the

ownership option were two-fold. 
. 
Firstly all levels of governm ent began to fear the loss

of control over removal of the unit and who was occupying it. secondly the

Sovernment was losing money in purchasing back older units that were generally in

need of substantial repairsaG. Currently fhere are approximately 600 fo 8OO units in

circulation which the govemment is obligated to buy back. Obviously this becomes a

substantial financial liability on the ability of a program to continue to function.

In terms of eligibility for the program a person needs to be SS years of age or older and

be eligible for govemment housitrg.aT Candidates for government housing must not

own a home and have total assets of 30 OOO Australian dollars or less. Demand from

other potential user Sroups, such as single parents, the unemployed and the mentally

and physically handicapped have been expressed and government lobbying has

occurred. Currently the only other sanctioned user group are those people receiving

full government disability pensions.{s Users of the garden suite program pay rent

based on their income. Property and service taxes do not apply to the unit as the

program is government based.{e

In terms of the garden suite itself one of the initial problems faced by the State was not

spending enough money on the design and construction of the unit. The poor design

44 lbid.
rs lbid.
.{6lbid.
{7lbid.
{8 lbid.
're lbid.
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and low qttality of constructiotr meant that the units did not stand up to repeated.

moves and needed to be rebuilt or replaced. Improvements in design and construction

has resulted in no new units needing to be constructed in the past I I years.so

Removal, refurbishing and relocation costs however, are high. On average the cost of

this user to user cycle costs 16 OOO Australian dollars, when completed within a SO

kilometer radius.st

Regulation of the unit is ovcrsecn by tlie Victorian Housing Authority. In terms of the

placement of the unit the land use regulation of each local jurisdiction is followed.

Approval of the change or alteration in land used is generally done by either a

temporary land use bylaw or a rezoning. In discussion with Mr. Tony ,tr4eyers who is

the project coordinator for the proSram, Iand use regulations pose the housing

authority the greatest difficulty.ut Time delays from 4 to 8 months exist depending on

the jurisdiction. Time delays often result in the senior being deterred and. dropping

ouf of the program before they even get the unit. If they had it to do over again he

suggested that they would have sought a state wide blanket policy to make gard,en

suites a permitted use in any residential location. Given the tempor ary nature of the

dwelling and the user group, he did not believe that this more expeditious route would

be detrimental to the success of the program or community acceptance.sg

Community acceptance of this program is generally high with approximately only I in
I0o neighbors raising concenr about the installation of a unit.s{ In most cases initial

concern of the neighbors subsides by the realization that the unit is temporary and for

so lbid.
5r lbid.
sz tbid.
53 lbid.
s lbid.
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use by a disadvantage member of society.ss In terms of land use regulations there is no

minimum lot size on which a unit canbc placed. The only land use regulations

imposed on the units are those of health and safety (i.e. building æ.paration for fire

purposes).s6

While other Australian States have investigatedthe program in Victoria, no other

formal proSrams exist in the country.s7

The success of the garden suite program in Australia resulted in a similar project being

taken on by the Federal Government in New Zealand. The garden suite program has

gone through its ups atrd downs but the number of units is increasing and the

acceptance has been relatively strong. As in Australia a push to expand the user group

definition to include mentally/physically handicapped andsingle parents has met with

varying degrees of success. Detailed information regarding the New Zæaland,program

is scarce. However, the similar occurrence to that of Australia, of other user groups

lobbying the government in order to be included in the program, is important to note.

The expansion of the defined user group beyond seniors canbe seen as both beneficial

and potentially detrimental. By expanding he user group the goverrrme¡t may be able

to serve a greater number of people in a more cost effective and beneficial maru1er.

However, experience in Australia has shown that the acceptance of this housing form

is in large part predicated on the tempor ary natureof the dwelling and the endearing

qualities of the setrior or disabled person. This form of housing would likety not be as

accepted by the residents of residential neighbourhoods, if the increase in density

ss tbid.
s6 Ibid.
sT tbid.
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became permanent or even prolonged, or the user group was expanded to include

errant adult children or single mothers.

Interest in this form of housing in the United States came from the Australtan garden

suite program and the u.s. Amish communities and their uGrcssdawdf and

uGrossmuttef dwellings. A mobile unit similar to the Australian gardensuite was

created for the U.S. market in the late 1970's. The American unit was called ECHO

Housing, which stood for Elder Coftage Housing Opportunity.

The garden suite concept in the United States has met with limited success primarily

due to the lack of strong and consistent government involvementss

While numerous local governments have altere dland use legislation to permit garden

suites the numbers of units in place and active "programs" are few- The "failuret of

the garden suite cotrcept in the US has been aftributed to the fragmented nature of

government involvement.se

In comparison to Australia, New Zealand and Canada, the United States has limited

involvement in the delivery of social services and specifically housing.æ The success of

the Australian garden suite program lies heavily with the involvement and zupport

of government. If the development and delivery of alternative forms of housing is left

to the public sector, as it has been in the U.S., the ability to put the initial capital up

front to develop the units and delivery system is too daunting for most private

businesses.

s S. corke et. al., Granny Fl4ts: A Housing optit'rn fbr the Elderly (winnipeg, I9s6) p. s.
se AJ. Reiger and D. Engle, Granny Flats: An Assessrnent of Econõnic and lãnd

Use Issues (Washington, lgBS) p. 27.
eo Op cit., p. 5.
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If the private sector is to remain the primary vehicle for the delivery of this type of

supportive housing, abrcad spectrum of potential markets will need to be developed in

order to justify the necessary risk a private business must assume. It has been

suggested that the units could be developed in clusters to form a small retirement

village or placed adjacent to nursing homes or hospitals to act as transition housing.or

From the experietrce of other countries and their successes and failures it would

appears that strong Sovernmetrt support is imperative for this type of housing to be

viable. Government support both financial as well as administrative is essential

regardless of whether the housing form is uhimately maintained by the public, non-

profit or private sector. In addition, streamlining the land use regulation process will

make the housing form more attractive. As noted in the Australian program the delay

time between a senior decision to move into a gardensuite and when they acfually can,

is ofterr a deterrent. The importance of a companion medic al and.support services

package was also stressed in the findings of the review of the granny flat program in

England. In terms of the unit the Australian experience pointed out the importance of

spending money on quality design and construction techniques. As well the Australian

and New Zealand experience pointed out the need to account for challenges by ofher

Sroups of citizens who may wish to expand the defined user group. As previously

stated expansion of the user Sroups has its advantages and disadvantages. In terms of

expanding the market and potentially the user groups, the suggestion that the units be

marketed in clusters as retirement housing or act as transition housing for hospitals

and nursing homes warrants exploration.

6f E. Guion, "Elder Cottages: A New Feâture on the Housing Horizon" ASitg(New york, lgs3/19s4) p.
I1.
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2.4.3. CANADI.AN INITTATIVES

The concept of garden suites was introduced in Canada in 7g82 through the work of

Professor Michael Lazarowích of The Universify of W¿terloo. He believed,that the

success of the Australian garden suite program could be transplanted to Canad,a.

During the same period of time the Ontario Ministry of Housing (O.M.H.) was looking

at utban intensification as a strategy for meeting housing and, neíghbour¡ood

improvement policy objectives. Garclen suites were considered to be a method of

irrtensification in that they would utilize existing residential land with both hard and,

soft services already in place. In addition they also addressed the desire to provide cost

effective housing alternatives for seniors After completing a feasibility andmarket

analysis in 1983, Lazarowich, o.M.H and The canadianMortgage and Housing

Corporation(C.M.H.C.) believed that the positive findings warranted further study.

Testing of the garden suite conce pt in canacla has taken three forms:

1) Demonstration projects wl, ere a limited number of garden suite units were installed :

and post occupancy studies were done to assess both technical attd,social aspects. Such

pilot projects were. carried out in ontario, Alberta and Atlantic canad,a;

2) ln conjunction with C.M.H.C., The Canadian Manufactured Housing Institute and

TIre Societe Quebecoise des Matruacturiers d'Habitation , gard,en suites were displayed

in 30 locations across Canada atrd on-site visitor flrrveys were cond ucted; and,

3) A national market study was conducted by Gallup Canad,a on behalf of C.M.H.C.
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The results of all three forms of examination indicated a general acceptance of the

concept by users, hosts, citizens and government. The reviews also indicated that the

design of the unit and its livability was generally acceptable, and a consumer

willingness to purchase or rent a unit if they became available existed..z

2.4.3.I. Garden Suife Demonsfrafion Project

Betweerr 7984 and 7987, a garden suite pilot project was carried ouf for the purpose

of review and assessment, by the Ontario Ministry of Housing (O.M.H.) with support

from The Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation(C.M.H.C.) The installed

units were known as Portable Living Units for Seniors (PLUS). The units were very

similar to the Australia garden suite. The units were mobile, and were to be located in

the rear or side yard of a famíly members residential lot.

Twelve prototype garden suites were located in three areas of Ontario, namely The

City of Waterloo, and The Regional Municipalities of Ottawa-Carlton and Sudbury.

The PLUS Program was designed as a market rental program, i.e. no rental subsidies .

Rents were in the range of 300 to 336 dollars and were based on the costs associated

with similar forms of supportive housing. The units were built and owned by the

provincial Sovernment and the larrd use was regulated through a Temporary Use

Bylaw (TUB) so that no permanent changes wcre required to the local municipalities

bylaws. The temporary nature of the regulatory method and hence the program,

allowed the housing form to be assessed withou t fear of the government having to

maintain a non viable housing program, assuming the seniors wished to remain in the

62 Canada Mortgage and.Housing Cùrpol.atiL)n, Garden Suites: An Evaluation Report with Suggestions
for lrnplerrrentation (Ottawa, l99O) p..1.
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units after the assessment period had ended. The temporary nafure of the program

also állowed the govertrment to address the fears of some neighbours who were

concerned about a permanent increase in the density of their neighbourhood.

Potential users and hosts were put through a screening process, in order to ensure that

both parties understood what was expected of them , and what they could expect from

the project.

Throughout the Ontario pilot project, there was a constant effort made to keep

politicians and government staff appraised of what was going on. This decision paid

off when land use changes were required, as those in power saw the benefit of the

program and assisted willingly with the necessary changes so that unit installation

could occur. In addition, the enthusiastic support of local government spilt over to the

community.63

The primary obstacle in the implementation of the garden suite program in the

Ontario pilot project was the zoning process. Issues such as whether legally the local

Sovernment could alter zotritrg regulations ancl whether these regulations could define

a specific user Sroup were in question. These regulatory andlegal issues will be dealt

with more fully in Chapter 6. In the end a Temporary Use Bylaw was used to by-pass

the need to rezone the host property to allow the installation of the PLUS unit.

Public pafücipation was given high priority. es a result implementation of the

Temporary Use Bylaw went fairly smoothly. Public supþort may however have been

affected by the three year time limit placed on the pilot project. Public participation

was dealt with in a direct manner. Several small and informal public meetings were

63 S. Corke et.al., p. 17.
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held prior to installing each of the units. The meetings were held in the

neighbourhood where the unit was to be installed. The meetings involved the

potential user, host , neighbours and local government representatives. The small

scale informal meetings were found to be effective in dealingwith and discussing

concerns in a constructive manner. As a result of these meetings neighbourhood

opposition did not prevent a unit from being installed. Some of the issues raised by the

public during meetings were: the potential for garden suites to cause adjacent lands to

depreciation in value; the design of the unit not fitting into the character of the

rreighbouihood; servicing capacities of the neighbourhoocl being pushed to the limit if

the concept received wide spreadacceptance; tax assessment forthe units not being

charged or being too high;' parkin¿; overflow onto the streets; and general site

planning maters such as tlte amount of separation between the unit and a common

property line, and the size of the unit potentially btocking views or impinging on the

privacy of a neighbour.6{

Two formal legal agreements wcrc involved in the implementation process. The first

agreement was betweetr the three regions and the province, outlining adminisfrative

responsibilities. Tlte second agreement was between government and the host family.

This agreement was in the form of a license which attached terms and conditions on

the placement of the unit in relation to health and safety matters and also outlined

that the unit would be removed once the study was complete or if the occupant died

or moved out. The license agreement was seerl as having distinct problems in terms of

removing the unit from the host property. Both the Charter of Rights and the Ontario

Landlord and Tetrants Act were documents that posed potential problems in regard to

s S. corke et. al., Grannv Flats: A Housinq optir'n fc-rr the Elclerly (winnipeg, l9s6) p.22.
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the abilify to remove the tenant or unit. During the pilot project these legal concerns

did not become an issue. Obviously, these issues need to be resolved prior to the

implementation of alarger scale project. These legal issues are further elaborated on

in Chapter 6.

The P.L.U.S. demonstration project, by-in-large was a success in that the user and the

host demand/approval was good, and community acceptance was high.6s The post

occupancy technical report revealed that the units performed well, and required

improvements to the units were limited primarily to issues of stabilizing the unit

during transportation and installation.66 The post occupancy social assessment

revealed that for the majority of occupants and host families the living situation was

very satisfactory.GT ltr certain cases the living situafion was noted as to have enhanced

the well being of the occupant and reduce the stress level of the caregivers.

Similar pilot projects have been undertaken in Alberta, Atlantic Canada and recently

Quebec, with similar positive results.

2.4.3.2. National Demonstration Project

Based on the relative success of the O¡rtario garden suite pilot program a joint

demonstration project with Canada Mortgage and HousingCorporation (C.M.H.C.)

and the Canadian Manufactured Housing Institute(C.M.H.C.) was developed. Display

units were placed in thirty (3O) locations in over ten ( 1O) provinces. Of the almost

5O0 OO0 people who visited a display unit response to fhe concept was generally

favorable. Cotrsistent comments collected from the surveys included: the suggestion of

65 C.M.H.C., Op. cit., p. 10.
e6lbid., p. 16.
67 lbid., p. 15.
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using the unit for alternativc purposes such as small clustered retirement villages or

housing for recreational properties, fears about the acceptance of units in residential

neighbourhoods, regulatory obstacles such rezoning, the cost of the unit, availability of

units and the mobility of the unit. overall the program sparked a strong interest in the

units and generally a positive acceptance of the concept.æ

2.4.3.3. National Market Study

In 1989 a national market study was prepared for c.M.H.c. by Gallup canada

followed by an evaluation ancl implementation report from DPA Consulting Group.

These reports concluded that there was a strong awareness of the gard,ensuite concept

nationally, with approximately 33o/o of the potential market of occupants and host

being familiar with the concept. The tikely nationalmarket for garden suites was

estimated at 772 O00 host and about 9Oo OOO occupants.Ge The sfudies also indicated

that the potential users were more likely to be single andhave low incomes

In terms of the unit itself the studies found that 870,6 of the respondents were

impressed with the suite and 667o stated they felt they could afforda purchase price of

between 29 00O and 37 0OO clollars, and a rental price between 45O to SOO dollars.zo

In terms of costs there were locational variations in acceptance rates to the quoted

figures. This was felt to indicate that the price threshold for owning and renfing was

a factor of what other forms of housing were available in the community and their

cost.Tl

æ lbid., p. 6.
es lbid., p. 32.
70 lbid., p. 34.
z¡ Gallup canada, Garden suite Denronstr¿tion project: Nafional survey (oftawa,

Canada) p.52.
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While a demand for garden suites is deemed to exists, awareness about the project is

relatively good, the associated cost appearto be accep tablebythe majority of people

surweyed, and the concept is seen as being beneficial in terms of keeping seniors in the

community, for a greater length of time at a reduced cost. No formal garden zuite

program is currently running ín Canada.
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2.6. SUMMARY

The demographic changes in the Canadian population has place considerable attention

on our aging population and their needs and desires. One of the key areas of interest

and importance in relation to our agingpopulafion is housing. As a person ages their

ability to perform daily living tasks ofterr decreases. In addition with more people

living longer, and chronic health conditions generally becoming more prevalent as a

person ages, the integration of housing and health care will become a necessify if

Sovernment is to be able to deliver these services in a cost effective manner. In an

aftempt to address this demogruphic shift and its effect on housing and, health care,

Sovernments have focused on policies to keep seniors in the community as long as

possible. The ability to maintain seniors in the community comes through combined

housing and care options. Semi-independent housing options with a care com¡ronent

is seen as an effective way to allow the senior to remain in the community and, cut

costs associated with instifutional based care. The number of semi-independent

housing forms is relatively limited and varies dependent on the location within

Canada. As such, the exploratiotr of an alternative supportive housing form for seniors

,such as garden suites, is of importance.

In comparison to other forms of semi-independent housing for seniors, gard,ensuites

have tlre advantage of: lesser cost to the user and government; increase opporfunity for

the delivery of basic support and medical services by the family; greater

responsiveness to the fluctuating demand for housing and the changing needs of

seniors; utilization of existing serviced land; and the ability to function in bofh a ntral

andurban setting.
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In terms of other countries The State of Victoria in Australia appears to be the most

successful in the implementations of a garden suite program. In part this success can

be attnbuted to strong government involvement. In Canada several zuccessful pilot

garden suite programs have been undertaken. A national market 
"trdy 

and a review of

implementation and regulation strategies were also prepared for C.M.H.C. both

indicating that a significant demand exists for this form of housing. The housing needs

of seniors canbe met by this form of semi-independent housing andhas advantages

over alternative forms of housing. Currently, however, there are no formal ongoing

garden suite program in Canada. C.M.H.C. continues to promote garden suites as a

viable housing option for seniors.
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Chapter 3.O Ph)¡sica1 Considerations

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter looks at how and what "physical" issues can effect the success of. a garden

suite program. "Physical" iszues in relation to a garden suite are: the unit itself; the

site the unit is located on; and the unit's location within the community, in relation to

amenities(i.e. transit, commercial services etc.).

Each of these three "physical" components are affected by the needs and desires of the

parttcipants in a program, as well asby legal obligations such as building and ftre

codes or Sovernment regulations. The success of a garden suite program lies in the

balancing of these needs and desires. For example; the low production cost of the unit

sought by govemments and potential purchasers must be weighed again*.the units

durability to withstand repeated moves, the aesthetic appeal of the unit necessary for

it to be accepted by seniors, host and neighbour, must be weighed against increased

costs and functionality of the unit, and the location of the unit in the community near

family and required amenities (i.e. transit and commercial) must be weighed against

the potential outcry from adjacent neighbours about increased density and intrusion of

their community.

The most fundamental component of a garden suite program is the unit.

basic level, the unit must meet the primary needs and desires of enough

make a progra,m financially viable. Beyond the needs of the users, there

At its most

seniors to

are those of
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the government(s), service deliverers, the host family and the general public. The

needs and desires of each Sroup or stakeholder is the starting point or the pool of

criteria on which a successful unit design is based. The needs and desires of all parties

can not be met and still have a garden suite program remain viable. While a ucadiTTac'

unit can be built that would meet all the needs and desires of the user, the cost to the

Sovernment would raise the question of the true financial savings associated with this

form of housing as opposed to other forms. The success of a unit lies in an evaluation

of what features are important and what feafures can be eliminated.

The elementary requirements of a garden zuite are: mobilify; compatibility with

residential neighbourhoods; the need to appeal to a sufficient number of seniors to

make the program financially viable; assist government in the delivery of supportive

housing andcare services at a reduced cost over institutionalization and facilitate the

senior remaining in the community. The success of a unit canbe pared down to three

factors: durability; design; and cost.

3.2.1,. DURABILITY

If mobility of the unit is the cornerstone of a garden suite program then durability of

the unit is an absolute necessity. Apart from a unit not performing during occupancy

the issue of durability is of primary interest to the person or group who finances the

construction and maintenance of the unit(s). One of the few failures in the Australian

garden suite program was that they did not spend sufficient money on the design and

construction of their earlier units. As a result of revisions to their design and

construction methods they have not needed to build a new unit in the past l l years.
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However, with an avera1e period of residency being 7 yearsT? the Australian units do

require substantial upgrading (i.e. paintinS, new appliances, body work) between

users.

Durabilify is essentially a product of effective design and money, with emphasis b.iog

placed on the latter. The Ontari o gardensuite pilot project experienced the reality of

what a durable unit costs. In their post occupancy evaluation of the pilot program the

sticker price of the unit was noted as the greatest shock.73 In 1986 the Ontario units

were being constructed at a price between 35 000 and 37 ooo dollars, with

installation bumping the unit price to 43 OOO to 61 O0O dollars. The 6l OOO pnce tag

was the result of locating the unit on a small site where a crane was required for

installation.

Given that garden suites are meant to reside on a residential lot, and the majority of

Canadians and seniors live in higher density urban setting, installation difficulties are

likely to be common place in a large scale program.

On average the Ontario pilot project determined that the cost of a garden suite was 20

to 30 0,6 greater than that of standard manufactured home costsT{. Irr part the higher

price was a result of external and internal design features, whose importance will be

discussed later in this section. The majority of cost, however, was directly translatable

to the need for durability.zs

7? s. corke et. al., Granny Flats: A Housing option for The Elderly (winnipeg, I9s6) p. s.73lbid.
7a lbid., p. 9.
75 lbid.
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In review, the Ontario garden s-uite pilot project unit was founcl to pcrform well and

was consiclered to bc worth the money spcnt. Post occupancy reviews did suggest

several improvements which the technical commiltee felt need to be addressed if a

formal garden suite program was to be undertaken. The technical team's suggestions

were: that the floor plan be modified or a temporary bracíngsystem be developed to

improve the rigidity needed for successful transportation of the unit; and more rigid

framing, screwed and glued.joints rather than nailed joints and vinyl coated drywall

with seam type joints be used to eliminate the t'lexure caused during installation.Tc

Iu terms of garden srrites and srritable methods of construction, three types have been

reviewed in conjunction with Canadian garden suite pilot projects, namely; modular,

panelized, and mobile.

Modular or Sectional homes are essentially synonymous terms. These units are

fabricated entirely itr a f'actory and ere composecl of usually more that orre modules or

sections. As with the mobile home they are clesigned to be transported otr a flat bed

tntck, to the home site. Unlike the mobile home, these units arc genÈrally built using

standard frame constructions techniques.

Mobile homes are the classic units most people associate with mobile home parks..

The units are lon¡¡ anci narrow in torm so as to be easily transportecl to the home site

otr a flat bcd tmck. The one piece units are assembled crrtirely in the factory with only

the services neecling to be hookccl up at the site. Changes in the inclustry are making it

;d C.rttada Mortgrgc :tnd HLìusing, Cùrpot'rtil)n. G:trden Suites: Å,n Ev:rlr.retir'rn Rep¡¡rt
with Su¿qestitrns tor lnrplerrrent¿rtirrn (Lltt:rw¿r. l990) p. 33.
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increasingly difficulf to distinguish visually, a mobile home from a modular or section

home.

Panelized homes are composed of standardized panels which are assembled either on

site or in the factory, into modules which evenfually form together to make the entire

dwelling unit. Unlike either of the previous unit types, installation interiors finishes,

plumbing, wiring etc. is not generally incorporated during the fabrication of each

individual panel. This factor can result in costly onsite labour costs and is seen as the

down fall of this form of construction.

The Ontario pilot project post occupancy technical assessment concluded that modular

homes out performed manufactured homes andthat while panelized homes had the

greatest flexibility in terms of siting, they faired poorly in being able to survive

repeated moving and being cost efficient as a result of the required on-site assembly.TT

Manufactured homes were assessed by the technical committee favorably in that they

allowed for: high quality control; minimal installation time; in-plant installation of

internal services, comporlents and finishes; flexible design; and a "residential" quality

exterior finish.TE The Ontario technical committee felt the modular construction

technique was superior in that it had an additional beneficial quality over the

manufactured construction method namely, ease of relocation.Te

77 lbid.,p.23.
78lbid.
7e lbtd.
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3.2.2. DESIGN

The design of the unit plays avery important role, second only to cost, in attractng

seniors to this housing form.Eo As the potential users of this type of housing, the

characteristics and housing needs of the seniors population must be afforded the

greatest weight, when determining what are the essential design features of a urdt.

ln Canada, demographic trenils indicate that the fastest growing segment of seniors is

uold" seniors (75 and older). This cohort group shows a greater neecl for health care

services ancl support in general and is characterízedby their single status. The

National poli prepared on garden suites by Gallup Canada confirms the importance of

focusing on this cohort group in that the majority of potential users who favored the

gard,en suite concept were single, widowed or áivorced, andlower incomes.Er

If garden suites are to be used as a form of semi-independent housing for seniors,

design elements need to be incorporated to ease the chores of daily living and account

for the general decline in a seniors overall health as they age. By incorporating design

features which assist the senior with in daily activities, their sense of independence is

maintained and the burden on the host family and government services is lessened.

The decline in general health of seniors as they age means that aftention should be

paid to the inclusion of supportive design features such as higher levels of ambient

lighting, low glare and non slip flooring, sit down showers or bath tubs, handrails,

grab bars and wheelchair accessibility. In England a review of existing granny flats

indicated that one of the reasons seniors were able to remain in the community for

80 Gallup Canada, Garden Suite Denronstraticrn Project: National Surve]¡ (Ottawa,
Canada) p.23.

8t [bid.,p.12.
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longer periods of time was that the units were efficient in design and easily maintained

by the resident.sz Given the prevalence of single seniors amongst those more likely to

uæ a garden suite, it would be reasonable for a government to focus their efforts on

one bedroom units rather than more costly two bedroom units.

The physical appearance and size of the unit are specific features which can altract or

deter potential users. When a senior decides to make a move into assisted housing,

scaling down belongings and accepting a smaller living domain are considered par for

the course. A balance is required, however, between scaling down and moving into a

broom closet. To compete with other forms of housing the garden suite must be

aftractive and comfortable to the potential user group. Such features as a separate

bedroom, ample storage and an attractive external appeatance that fit into a

residential area were expressed as being important by those surveyed as part of the

Gallup Canada zurvey.8s

For the host and potential neighbours the size and external appearance are the areas of

greatest contention and play a very important role in the acceptance of the unit.e¡ In

the Ontario garden suite pilot project, product image was seen as key to public

acceptance. The temporary and portable nature of the gard,en suite were viewed as

features which tied it too closely to mobile homes. Mobile homes were considered to

lacka positive image by many Ontarians.

62 A.Tinker,Housing the Elclerlv: HowSuccessful are GrannyAnnexes? (London. 1939) p. 1.
83 op. cit., p. .10.
u lbid.,p.27.
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The Ontario pilot project highlighted the need for the unif to look like a place where

a host family would wanf to house a relative and place into their backyard. As part of

the national survey comments were received about the distasteful idea of putting your

parents in the baclcyard, in a unit that resembled aglorified dog house. The most

commonly voiced deterrents related to the unit which would cause a host to not site a

garden suite in their yard was the loss of open space and the potential for hostilify

from neighbours.ss

Neighbourhood fears about descendirrg property values and visual blight, were the

areas of greatest concern for potential neighbours. This result was found in both the

garden suite survey by Gallup Canada, and pre occupancy evaluations of the garden

suite concept in Alberta. In terms of descending property values, an assessment was

undertaken in conjunction with the Ontario pilot project. The conclusion based on

real estate appraisal on four neighbouring properties was that no negative effect on

residential value had occurred.sG Aller the units were installed in both the Nberta and

Ontario pilot projects, few neighbours voiced objections about the units in terms of

them interfering with the use or enjoyment of their property. E7

As implementing a garden suite program in most cases will involve public

participation, addressing neþhbourhood fears, whether perceived or real, is very

important. In the Alberta demonstration program small local neighbourhood meetings

were held several times (generally two) in the neighbourhood where a unit was to be

located. These local meetings were felt to be very successful in educating the public

8s Gallup Canada, Garden Suite Denrrxstrarion Project: Narional SurveJ¡ (Oftawa,
Canada) p.12.

8È lbid., p. 12.
87lbid.
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and addressing their concerns, early on in the process. The neighbourhood meetings

were very informal and were intentionally small in order to facilitate constructive

conversation amongst the potential user, host. the neighbours and local government

¡epresentatives. While time consuming the educafion of the neighbors to the realties

and benefits of the progra.m increased the favorable response to the units when

installed. In the Alberta pilot project no units failed to be installed because of

neighborhood opposition.

As for the needs of service providers functionality of fhe unit and whether it assisted

them in the delivery of service (ex. an easy entran ce/ exít shower or tub to help assist

the senior with bathind if of great importance. As determined in a review of granny

flat programs in England, service provision was one of three reasons why seniors could

remain in the community for a longer period of time, rather than moving into an

institution.st Supporting service delivery in the home is obviously important given the

ability to reduce associated costs and to increase the quality of life of the senior.

In conjunction with developing a quality product that addresses the basic needs of all

parties, acceptance of unit can be greatly improved by allowing people to visit

demonstration models.se

3-2-3- COST

The cost of a garden suite, as with most goods and services, has the ability to effect

demand. Hence, the viability and success of a garden suite program depends on

a8 A. Tinker, Op. cit., p. l.
Ee Op. cit., p. 32.
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gavging the market correctly and determining the price threshold. The threshold will

be effected by the perceived advantage of the program and by what alternative forms

of supportive housing exists in the area.The results of the National garden zuite

survey conducted by Gallup Canada, indicates that price sensitivity is dependent on

geographic location and community size.so The factors of geographic location and

community size would lead one to believe that comparison shopping is occurring (i.e.

what can I get for the same amount of money).

Giverr the findings of the National garden suite survey that the potential user is more

likely to have a low income,et the associated cost of living in a garden zuite will be

very importatrt. As such, in order to obtain sufficient uptake of this type of ltousing a

rental program with subsidies will need to be available.

For a government the cost advantage of a garden suite over other forms of housing is

that it utilizes existing serviced land and creates and supports an environment where

informal care from family and community can flourish, hence limiting the demands on

more expensive government care dclivery and keeping the senior in the community for

a longer period of time.

A government must also consider the cost of the

the running of a program, against the benefits.

estimates is less expensive than the construction

facility,ez there are unique costs associated with

unit itself and those associated with

While the unit itself based on current

of an apartment or congregate care

the garden suite, such as unit

eo lbid.
tr lbid.,p.12.
ez lbid.,p.28.
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transportation, installation and removal, which must be kept in check. As well, the

cost savings projected by having the family act as an informal carc giver may not be a

reality given the increasing number of dual income families now in the work force.

Without some one at home during the daytime to address the zupport needs of the

senior the demand on government services will increase. In the review of granny flat

proSrams in England two of the primary reasons seniors were able to remain in the

community were the substantial amount of care they received from their family, and

from goverrrment.es

3.3. THE SITE

lf a garden suite program is to be successful it must work in urban centers where the

majority of Canadians and seniors live. With urban centers generally come smaller

residential lots. In such urban settings the criteria placed on siting a unit will be very

important in order to successfully integrate garden suites into higher density areas.

The common trend in most subdivisiorls across Canadz is smaller lots. This is generally

perceived to be in direct correlation to the increase in land and development costs. The

other development trend is the increasing size of residential homes.ea Given this

scenario the number of lots that can accommodate a reasonable sized garden zuite is

decreasing. Conversely garden suites on smaller lots increases the impact on both the

outdoor open space of the host family and privacy of neighbours. The post occupancy

evaluation of the Ontario garden suite project, noted that the cost of installation rose

e3 A. Tinker, Op. cit., p. I.
s A. Smith, Appraisal lnstitute ot Canada, interview by author,

telephone, lZth June, I 996.
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significantly were the units needed to be sited with the help of a crane,because on

smaller or oddly shapes lots access through the side yard was often not possible.ss

In terms of regulating siting of a unit existing site coverage is the most effective way

to determine whether a lot could adequately accommodate a garden suite.ge Site

coverage is the result of dividing the lot arcaby the total square footage of the

footprints of all existing structures on site ( i.e. the main dwelling, detached, garage,

garden shed etc.) Realistically a situation could exist where a 8OO sq. meter lot would

not be capable of hosting a unit and a 500 sq. meter lot could be. R¿ther than create

one guideline for the siting of all units, each lot should be treated separately in order to

maximize the number of units that can be installed

The location of the unit on the site is also important to how it integrates into the

neighbourhood. While functionally it would be more efficient to service and locate a

unit in the front yard, this idea has not been received well by potential hosts and

neighbours.eT

For the majority of new subdivisions the issue of service rights of ways will not be a

problem. In older area's,local government and individual senrice rights of ways, often

affect residential lots, by limiting building areas. In general, structures can not be

placed over service rights of ways, due to the added cost and bother when repairing or

upgrading service lines. A:nother limitin gfactor in the siting of units is where

es S. Corker et. al. Op. cit., p. 6.
e6 AJ. Reþer and D. Engle, Grannv Flats: An Assess¡nent of Econornic and Land

Use Issues (Washington, 1983) p. ZI.
e7 M. lazarowich ancl B. Haley, Granny Flats: Their Practicalitv and

Implementation (Waterloo, l9S2) p. 60.
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enclosed water and sewer systems are not avatlable septic fields and well source

ground water can limit the ability to locate a unit on a site.

The location of a garden suite within the community plays an important role in the

success of a garden suite program. Research in the field of gerontology suggests that

seniors have a strong emotional attachment to their neighbourhoods, andthat

unfamiliar surroundinS,s can lead to withdrawal, loneliness an perhaps even to an

earlier deafh.sE While most seniors will need to move from their neighbourhood to take

part in a garden suite program, it is expected that proximity to their children will

minimize many of the negative affects of moving.ee Where and when the family can

not assist with the daily living needs of the senior, the community or goverarment will

need to take over. If this is not possible the senior will need to account for the loss in

service when choosing this housing form.

3.4.7 UNIT LOCATION IN RELATION TO AMENITIES

In urban centers most garden suites will be relegated to suburban subdivisions, due to

the need for substantial sized lots to accommodate both the existing dwelling and the

garden suite. In relation to the greater population seniors are generally less mobile,

either due to issues of health and/ or financial constraints. Most suburban residential

developments were devised with the car in mind, and do not generally facilitate

walking to commercial and other neighbourhood amenities. For the senior without an

automobile, affordable and convenient transporf ation and mixed land use

s6 Ibid., p.
ss lbid., p. 6I.
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neighbourhoods become important to ensure the well being of the senior and to keep

this form of semi-independent housing viable and attractive to prospecfive users.

While some seniors may have cars it is felt that the majority will be dependent on other

forms of transport. The options which exist to the senior are: public transport;

volunteer car pools; taxis; rides from the host family; and walking.

Public transport in a low density suburban setting is generally poor. Other than

commuter collector lines, which run along major subdivision roads, most people are

required to walk a fair distance to get to a bus stop. Frequency and hours of operation

are also generally lacking on suburban bus lines, agaín due to the low volume of

riders, in part, a result of the low density of suburban developments. While seniors

generally qualify for discount fairs, if numerous short trips are made the affordability

of this form of transport may decrease. If trips are frequent the option exists of

obtaining a monthly bus pass. Again the cost of the pass may exclude this form of

transport for some seniors.

Volunteer car pools may exist in some areas but are often not reliable enough to act as

a formal means of transport. For the senior to maintain a level of independence

transportation consistency is important. Taxis while reliable and consistent are

expensive even when discount fairs are available. Rides from the host family lack

consistency as well, as no one may be home during working hours, and the senior may 1

not wish to continually impose on a member of the host family.
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The most consistent form of "transport" is walking. This places an emphasis on the

need for mixed land use neighbourhoods, in order to support the successful integration

of garden suites. During the late 196O's social scientists Paul Neibanck andJohn Pope

looked at the factors in determining a successful relocation, when seniors chose or

were forced to move, within an urban sefting. The research of Paul Neibanck andJohn

Pope ranked the importance of certain general community amenities, and determined

the critical and recommended walking distance to each amenity, as determined by the

seniors in their study.Ioo

Based on the findings of Paul Neibanck and John Pope research Table 2 outlines

amenities, their rank of importance and both the critical and recommerrded walking

distance to each amenity. The distances were assumed in the sfudy to be over flat

ground and with no obstacles. As one ages the abilify to walk long distances generally

decreases, due to a decline in health and/ or fitness. The critical distance is that which

the respondents in Neibanck and Pope's study felt they could walk but not consistently.

The recommended distance is that rvhich the respondents felt they could walk

regularly.

As I have noted before, ideally garden suites should be located in mixed land use

neighbourhoods and proximal to the se¡wice center. Such facilities and their proximity

allow the senior who does not have a car to maintain a greater degree of

independence, attd provides opportunities for daily social interaction. According to the

r@ P. Neibanck ancl J. Pope, The Elderly in Olcler Urban Areas
(Philictelphia,I 965) p. 6.1.
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research of Neibanck and Pope, the proximity and availability of such services,

regardless if they are used frequently by the senior, can act as a psychological læost.rot

ror op. cit., p. 64.
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Facility

Table 2

Critical Distance Measures to Selected Facilities

R¿nk of
Importance

Crifical Distance R.ecommended
Distance

Grocery
Store

Bus Stop

Churcli

Drug
Store

Medical
Clinic

Bank

Social
Center

Library

News (Cigar)
Store

Restaurant

Movie House

Bar
Importance

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

2-3 Blocks

1-2 Blocks

1/ 4-1/ 2 Ìvltle

3 Blocks

1/4-1/2 Mile

1 / 4 [vltle

Indeterminate

1 Mile

l/4 Mlle

1/4-1/2 Mile

1 Mile

Indeterminate

1 Block

Adjacent

1/2 ìv[t[e

1 Block

1 Mile

1, / 4 lvltle

On site

1/ 2 lvltle

1/2 lvltle

No consensus

1 Mile

No consensus

10

11

12

N.B.

f.anking was determined based on the number of times the facitity was mentioned as
important in the location of a housing development for the elderly.

Source: Paul Neibanck and lohn Pope, The Elderly in Older lJrban Areas (philadelphia:
university of Pennsylvania,lnstitute for Environmental studies, I g6s), p. a+.
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3.5 SUMMARY

The three fundamental physical issues that can affect the success of a garden suite

pro9tam are;the unit, the site, and the unit's location within the community in

relation to community amenities (i.e. transif, commercial facilifies.) Each particípant

in a garden suite programrbe it a level of government, the occupantrthe host family or

the public, have needs and desires in relation to this form of housing. Some of the

goals of the participants will not be compatible and compromises will need tobe made.

The effective balancing of individual objectives, will in part, determine the success or

failure of a garden suite program.

The unit itself must be viewed by the collsumer as a place where they would want to

live, in comparison to the situation in which they currently reside , and,/or to what is

available as an alternative housing option in the community. The external and, internal

appeatance of the unit, the size of the unit, its general layout and functioning are all

important to a potential occupant when considerin g a garden suite as a housing

option. Most impôrtantly the cot of a garden suite must be seen as reasonable for the

perceived worth/benefit of the product. Given that the likely users of a garden suite

will be living on fixed atrd relatively small incomes the cost will be important in the

success of this dorm of housing, In order for a garden suite programto become wide

spread and well accepfed rental subsidies arrd assistance with financing an unit will be

required.

For both the host family and the neighbors the external appearance, size, siting, how

the unit will or won't impede the functioning of the host families back yard and,the

privacy of the adjoining properties, are very important to how well the concept is
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received. In addition the issue of declining property values, be it perceived or real

must be addressed when implementing such a program. In the Alberta Garden Suite

demonstration program small meetings were held by the local government, to address

concerns. These meeting were found to be successful in gainrngsupport for the

concept. While sfudies indicate that long term properLy values will not be affectedby

the installation of a Garden suite in a neighbourhood, the political and social reality of

angry constifuents/neighbors will ultimately affect the desirability of

implementing,/choosing such a program.

Governments are generally perceived as looking for a unit design that is cost effective,

temporary, andhardY, through which it can provide an alternative housin g program,

that will assist in maintaining the elderly in the community as they age.

In terms of design features it is likely that units will be developed to meet the needs of

enough people to make a project viable, rather than building. "cadillac" units. In

terms of the construction of the unit itself the Australian Garden Suite program

illustrates the value of spending money for quality construction, so as to prevent

premature and costly replacement of units. (This assumes that the units are rented

from a government body rather than purchased.)

It is generally acceptedthat garden suites will be located in urban settings, where the

majority of Canadians live. In order to accommodate both an existing dwelling unif

and a garden suitÞ, the host lot must be of a certain size. The previous demonstration

projects ín Canada and abroad consider a 550-600 meter square lot size as a

minimum. Beyond lot size the issue of lot coverage, existing rights-of-ways, sewer and
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well fields and topography and exiting vegetation canbe limiting factors in the

location of a garden suite on a site.

The location of a unit in the community can also be a limiting factor in the successful

implementation of a garden suite. In most urban seftings garden suites will be

relegated to the suburbs, due to the need for substantial sized lots to accommodate two

dwelling units. In relation to the greater population seniors are teneraLly less mobile.

Most suburban developments were designed for the car, which generally does nof

facilitate walking to commercíal and other neighbourhood amenities. As such the

senior can become isolated.
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t 4.O Socia1 onsiderations

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to highlight and examine relevant social issues in

relation to the implementation of a successful garden zuite program. This chapter is

not an in-depth social analysis of the Canadian society and the family.

The nafure of the garden suite places special emphasis on the role of the family,

community and government. This chapter explores the roles of each party, what is

required of each paúy, and potential problem area\ in relation to the implementation

of a successful garden suite program.

4 ZTHE ROLE OF THE HOST FAMILY

Intrinsic to the success of a garden suite program is the willingness and ability of the

host family to provide support. While some garden suite concept reviews have looked

at the opportunities for unrelated pairings between the host family and the unit

occupant, this practicum has not taken this scenario into account.

The proported primary benefits of the garden suite concept is the strengthening of

family bonds, and the cost savings found in delaying institutionalization of a senior. If

it is assumed that most seniors who choose to reside in a garden suite have made the

decision for either financial and/or health reason, the zupport of the family is a key

component in this housing forms ultimate success.
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Due to the changing nafure of the Canadian family, garden suites are not a viable

alternative for all families who wish to aid an elderly relative. With increased mobility

often parents and their adult children do not reside in the same city, province or even

country, or either party is not able or does not wish to move. In other circumstances

the adult child may not own a single family detached home or simply may not wish to

undertake such a perceived burden.

With the relatively recent introduction of income, health and housing proSrams

provided by government, families rlow have a viable alternative to caring for their

elderly solely by themselves. Previous to the implementation of these social programs,

families were the primary source of zupport for the elderly. A social and economic

"contract" existed between family members. Successive generations of children were

raised knowing that the care of their elders would ultimately be their responsibility,

and in turn their children would care for them. In the last few generations of

Canadian family life, it has become abnormal for full time care of the elderly to occur

within the family home.

The new found independence of seniors may also effect the potential success of a

garden suite program. There is a significant increase in the number of seniors living

alone by choice. Most seniors state that they would rather not live with their

children.¡oz The reason most often sited by seniors for this position, was that they

enjoyed their independence and pnvacy. While seniors still seek the benefits of family,

they prefer what is called "intimacy ¿1 ¿ 61i514¡serrtos

roz M. Novak,Aqinq and Society: A Canadian Perspectìve, p. 276.
r03 lbid.
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One of the most significant societal changes is the altered role of women, who by in

large are the primary caregivers. The majority of women are now working outside the

home. While some employers have liberal work leave programs to account for the care

of elderly parents, such work leaves can not adequately address the continual daíly

needs of an elderly parent. In addition, with the increasing human age spanrsifuations

will arise where elderly adult children are caringfor elderly parents, and both parties

are in need of assistance.

Given that the success and benefits derived from the garden suite concept rely on

strong family support, the trends noted above will severely limit the broad

implementation of this housing form. Unless governments limit the services they

provide to seniors, the reemergence of family based care is not likely. Given that

alternatives exist to home based care, convincing working families to take on the

additional task of tending to an elderly relative is unlikely.

The work of Jean Miller, indicates that on the whole the role of family relationships is

important to both the senior and their family.tor The family provides an significant

amount of assistance to their elderly, and plays a large role in determining whether the

senior remains in the community or is institutionalized. While the family plays a very

important role in the well being of the senior it can not, in its present make-up,

function in isolation to address the needs of a senior. A semi-independent housing

form like the garden suite, also requires the assistance of the community and

tor J. Miller, Farnily Focused Care (New York, l gS0) p. 35.
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government, in order for it to function properly. If garden suite programs are tobe a

viable alternative to other forms of housing then a "service" package (transportafion,

home care, personal care, meal service) must also be avaílable to the senior when

required. How these services arebalanced between the senior, the host family, the

community and the Sovernment, should be resolved before a garden zuite program is

commenced.

As part of the Ontario garden suite pilot project a post occupancy social assessment

was conducted. The basis for the assessment were interviews of 13 garden suite

occupants and 11 host families. The assessment hightighted that in all cases the host

families had a female full-time homemake r, and prior to the installation of the unit the

families were already close knit and had the support of an extended clan.

4.3 THE ROLE OF THE COMfuIUNITY

After the family, the community is the next source of informal caregivers sought out by

the senior.t05 NeiShbors often play the role of informal caregiver through simple tasks

such as chatting with the senior, checking in with them to ensure they are safe, or

taking them to do their errands.

Community groups, churches or service clubs often run senior focused programs and

provide informal fransportation services. Such programs are important in addressing

the seniors need for socialization.

¡os I. Connidis, _'The Service Needs of Olcler People: Irnplicafions for Public Policy.'
CanadianJournal on Aqing 5(l), p.
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In a suburban neighbourhood with few people home during the work week, isolation

and the resulting reduction in such informal care can become a problem. I believe that

isolation of the senior is one of the greatest obstacle of the garden suite concept.

The avall.ability and degree of community support for seniors is principally related to

the development of bonds with the community over an extended period of time.to6

Many of these bonds are developed through pafücipation in formal institutions such as

the church, social or serwice clubs, or through work. Statistics Canada reports that

membership in churches and service clubs has steadily declined since the late 195O's.

If insufficient time is spent by the senior in a community prior to retirement, or limited

opporbunities exist for the development of such bonds, then community support may

be limited or notr-existent. Currently in society it is common place for seniors to retire

in a location other than their home city as is reflected by the increased mobility of

seniors just before they retire.toz

4.4 THE ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT

Government based programs that are likely to be sought by residents of garden suites

in varying degrees are: personal care services; home care services (laundry,light

house keeping etc.) ; and meal seryices.roE As noted above the host family may not be

able or willing to undertake the complete care required by the senior.

106 B. McPherson, Asing as a Social Process (forontorl ggO)p. S¿O.
ro7 M. Novak, Aqinq and Society: A Cìanatiian Perspective (Scarborough, I gES)

p.66.
roE Gallup Canada, Op. cit., p. 29.
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If one of the goals of the garden suite concept is cost savings to the goverrrment, one

must question the cost savings of providing such services to a scattered group of

clients. In the end the government may need to build and maintain less infrastructure

to house seniors, but what arc the costs associated with delivering such serr¡ices to the :

communityonapiecemealbasis?ItwouldapPeúthatthevastmajorityofcongregate

care for seniors currently being built is privately funded. It may be more cost effective

to look at subsidizing care in market projects for those seniors who require it.

Community based health care is also a key component in relation to garden suites and

the ability to keep seniors in the community at a reduced financial cost, for longer

periods of time. However, the proported cost savings associated with communify

health care have yet to be seen, due to the current overlapping of services provided

both in an institutional setti¡rg una in the community. Whether health care programs

can and will ever be delivered entirely at the community level is to be seen. If home

care services remain fragmented such that funding and the number and quality of

services vary depending on the community, people will continue to seek institutional

care, if available, to meet their needs.roe

r0s L. Borden andJ. McGregor, Current Realities and Challenges in Providing Services to S;eniors
(Vancouver, 1994) p. 49.
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4.5 SUMMARY

The family, community and government all play intrinsic roles in the success of a

gatden suite program. The nature of the family and community has altered, with

emphasis now being placed on the nuclear rather than extended family. Support from

the community is also waning given the increased mobility of families and the decrease

in activities which bind people together such as church and service organizations.

With these above-noted trends has come increased reliance on government based

services.

With both parents working outside the home family dynamics have changed. In

addifion, the increased mobility of the family for reasons of education, employment or

lifesfyle, often means that parents and adult children live apart from one another. The

social and economic '(contract" which previously governed family relationships and

the care of the elderly, was significantly weakened by the implementation of

Sovernment income, health atrd housin g proprams. Parents and children now have

options other than the traditionai home based, family centered care of the elderly.

Governments will be hard pressed to gain support for the reduction or elimination of

these social programs. For garden suite to be successful the question becomes whether

sufficient numbers of seniors and families are willing to refurn to family centered care.

Given the current demands on the family the widespread return to family based. care

is unlikely in the immediate future.
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lf. garden suites are to be accepted as an alternative housing form, a built in service

package(i.e. transit, homecare, medical care) mustbe available. If garden suite

proSrams are to include a service package governments will need to assess the true

financial savings of delivering services to seniors scaftered across a town or city.
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CHAPTER 5.O
ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter will look at the economic implications of two forms of garden suite

tenure, namely ownership and rcntaL This chapter will also evaluate the economic

implications of varying methods of program implementation. This chapter is not a cost

analysis, as accurate information pertaining to the associated expenses of tenure and

implementation is limitecl or not avaílable. Cost estimates for the delivery of a garden

suite program are used to facilitate a discussion on the financial considerations in

regard to the forms of tenure and means of implementation.

ln a large part the decision to choose a form of housing depends on the financial costs

associated with it. As such, the viabilify of a garden suite program relies heavily on

being able to provide the unit at a competitive cost, in comparison to other forms of

housing.

5.2 COSTS

In order to explore the economic realities of implementing a garden zuite program the

associated costs were broken down into three categories: initial; carrying; and transfer.

Depending on the form of tenure and the implementing body, all of the costs may not

be applicable. Further discussion will occur in the individual secfions to explain when

and why certain costs are not relevant.
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Initial costs are those involved in obtaining the unit and installittg it on the host site.

Specifically they are the cost of the unit, applicable taxes, transportation to the site,

installation, and service hook-up.

Carrying costs are the consistent monthly expendifures necessary to reside in the unit.

These costs include the financing of the unit, property inzurance, property taxes,

maintenance, and utilities. It is important to note that these costs do not include that of

additional personal services, such as home and personal care.

Transfer costs include the removal of the unit, restoration of the site, carrying charges

while waiting to sell the unit, storage of the unit, brokerage fees, and repayment of the

loanbalance. More than the other two cost categories, applicabletransfer cost vary

greatly depending on the form of tenure and means of program implementation.

5.3 FORMS OF TENURE AND RELATED ECONOMIC

5.3.1 OWNERSHIP

This section assumes that purchase and ownership of a garden suite would involve

similar mechanisms to that of purchasing and owning a single family dwelling. For

the ease of review, it was assumed that the purchase price would not include a profit

margin. The cost estimate5 for this review can not be taken as exact. Rather the

estimates, while reasonable, are meant solely to facilitate discussion of the issue af

hand, namely the economic issues raised by different forms of tenure.
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5.3.1.1 Initial Costs

The most significant cost to an individual conzumer of a garden suite, is the purchase

price. Accurately determining the cost of a garden suite is difficult. In conversafion

with Mr. Tom Park of the research division of canada Mortgage and Housing

Corporation, unit price is the area of greatest uncertainty for them. The reason for this

uncertainfy of an accurate price is that government contracted units were likely

zubject to inflated costs simply because it was a goverïment contract. As well the cost

associated with the production of a limited number of units does not reflect any

economies of scale.

For the purpose of this review I have estimated unit costs based on an average of two

sources; The Ontario Garden suite demonstration unit, and The Marshall and Swift

Residential Cost Handbook figures. The reason for choosing these two sources as a

basis for unit cost estimafes is as follows.

The unit cost figures from the Ontario garden suite demonsfration project are

important as they have received the greatest scrutiny. The criteria for the unit and the

associated costs produced a unit that faired well in post occupancy technical

evaluations. While the costs of a garden suite could be reduced, the findings of the

Ontario demonstration program were that a balance between the unit cost, and the

acceptability factor of the unit by a user, and the impacted neighbourhood was

important.tro Given the well established and competitive manufactured housing

industry in Ontario, it is unlikely that a similar unit could be constructed for a lesser

I ro S. Corke et. al., Granny Flats: A Housinq Option f'or The Elclerly
(Winnipeg, t986) p.7.
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price in another part of Canada. As such, using the ontario price for a garden zuite as

abench mark, was not of concern when using the estimated unit cost in the Nanaimo

BC. case example.

Using the Marshall and Swift Residential Cost Handbook, the cost of a garden suite

was estimated for a second time to ensure a greater degree of accuracy. The Marshall

and Swift handbook is considered to be a standard reference book throughout Canada

and the United States, in the area of construction cosf estimates. For the purposes of

costing a unit, building specifications from the ontario garden suite program were

used for the previously noted reasons.

In 1986 the ontario unit was constructed for a cost of between 35 ooo to

37 OOo dollars.rr¡ Using the consumer price index as reported by Statisfic s Canada to

adjust the figures to 1996 dollars yields a price range of 47 60o to so szo.

When a unit similar to the ontario unit is cost using the Marshall and,Swift handbook

a unit cost of approximately GO 0OO dollars is the rezult.

For ease of calculation and examinafion I have used an average of these two unit cost

estimates (55 OOO dollars) for the remainder of this chapter. For the purpose of

discussion the above noted figure is sufficiently accurate to be applied,throughout

Canada. As noted in the introduction accurate information pertaining to the

associated expellses of tetrure and implementation is limited or not available. Cost

estimates for the delivery of a garden suite program are used only to facilitate a

r il lbid.
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discussion on the financial considerations in regardto the forms of tenure and means

of implementation

It is reasonable to assume that the unit price could be reduced if alarge sca\e garden

suite progr am was established. Obviously, economics of scale are not rcalizedwith a

twelve(12) unit demonstration project such as in Ontario.

This paper also assumes that the sales tax is applicable to the unit. Based on current

British columbia practices, 14% would be charged (7% G.s.T. and T0,6 p.s.T.) on a new

structure. Obviously, previously used units would not be subject to G.S.T. and, the

applicable tax would be only 70,6.

Based on a unit price of 55 0OO dollars, taxes wouldbe TTOO dollars. This would

result in a total unit cost of 62 7OO dollars.

The remaining initial costs pertain to transportation of the unit to the site, site

preparation and installation. These costs can vary greatlv depending on the distance

and means by which the utrit is transported, topographic, geological and.vegetation

make-up of the site, accessibility to the rear yard (i.e. is a crane needed), location of

utility lines, choice of foun.lation and local labou r and,material costs.

The Ontario demonstration project determined an average installation cost of between

7 O0O and 8 O0O dollars in 1985 for their units. Again, for the purposes of this tudy,

this fþre was adjusted upwards using the consumer price index, to a lgg5 cost of

approximately I O,OOO dollars.
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If a gatden suite program was successful on alarger scale, installation costs could be

anticipated to drop somewhat, as familiarity with installation procedures/pitfalls was

gaíned.

The issue of transportation of units and site constraints pose other problems.

Supposing an optimal scenario where a national garden suite program is in place, ít

would be reasonable to assume that each unit would be constructed through

Manufactured Home Associations in each Province. Sales of units would occur

through Manufactured Home dealers. Taking into account that all communities do not

have a Manufactured Home dealer, consumers would be expected to incur additional

transportation costs to obtain a unit. In the specific case of Vancouver Island,

additional costs are routinely added to Manufactured Homes already, to cover the cost

of ferry transport. The farther a consumer resides from a d,ealer and the farther the

dealer from the manufacturer, the greater transport costs can be expected.

Physical site consiraints can also severely increase the initial costs. If the topography

and geology are difficult (i.e. steep slopes, rocþ out crops, unstable soil) site

preparation costs will increase. Existing vegetation is also often a difficult and costly

site constraint. Many communities nationwide and in British Columbia have enacted

legislation to protect vegetation in response to habitat retention, riparian protection

and general soil stability. Single family lots once excluded from such considerations,

must now contend with the limitations and costs involved when developing their lot by

either a building an addition to a house or installin g a gardensuite.
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Location of existing structures on site can also hamper installation of a garden zuite

and hence increase the initial costs. If access to the rear yard,can not be gaínedby the

delivery vehicle via a rear lane or a side yard, a crane may need to be employed.

Obviously, the latter method would add significantly to the installation costs. The

other method of obtaining access to rearyards would be by dismantlin gthe gard,en

suite into sections and carrying it in by hand to the rear yard. The disadvantages of

this method is the significant labour costs involved, and.the hardiness of the unit itself.

Obviously, numerous occurrcnces of dismantling and re-constructing the unit
jeopardizes its physical integrify. Such a unit would be more susceptible to general

bumps and scrapes, penetration by weather, animals (rodents) and would have a

reduced life span, and re-sale value.

Utility hook ups can also pose problems resulting in increased installation costs. In

general, sewer is provided to the garden suite by connecting into a domestic service

line, which generally runs parallel to the front properfy line of a house. Electrical

services would be connected to the existing services, on the house side of the main

meter. In certain areas, some or all of the services may be lacking or undersized.

In areas where well and,/or septic systems are utilized,, installation of a garden suite

may impede, tax or exceed existing service systems. In urbanseftings where enclosed

line systems generally exisf, the demands of a gard,ensuite for water and sewer canbe

met. However, in older parts of many cities, domestic or main line upgrades may be

required. In general, line upgrades necessary for individual ,developments', are the

responsibility of the individ ual, and, canbecostly depending on the depth of the lines,

topography and its path through the lot.
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Domestic sewer lines are installed so that they slope downwards from the dwelling

unit to the sewer collector line. Sewer systems predominantly function by the

principle of gravity. If the elevation of the sewer line connector to the garden suite is

lower than the elevation of the domestic sewer line servicing the existing house, a

servicing problem exists. Such a problem can often be overcomebut atan added cost.

Two options exist to remedy this siruation: install a domestic pumping system or reset

the domestic sewer service liue so it is at a low enough elevation to connect to the

garden suite and still run downwards towards the collector sewer line.

In reverse, sufficient water pressure may not be possible for a garden suite if the lot

rises significanfly as you get farther from the road. In such cases, a person would

require an individual pumping system to maintain pressure.

Climate also plays a role in the actual service hookup and the depth to which lines

must be placed to address the issue of ground frost.

Electric hookups via the main house can require rewiring of older homes to

accommodate the 2oo amp. service necessary for a garden suite.r12

It is important to trote that all of the inifial costs noted above with the exception of the

unit price, are "sunken" costs which are not retrievable when the unit is no longer

needed. As well, the unit cost may also not be gainedback in full, when the owner

decides to sell the unit. unlike a single family dwelling a temporary unit is unlikely to

ttz lbid
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appteciate in value. In large part the appreciation in value of single family homes

comes in relation to the land it sits upon. The garden suite, with its temporary nafure,

does not benefit from this.

5.3.1.2 C."rf ing Costs

Based on a unit price of G2 7OO dollars (base price * sales tax) it is reasonable to

assume that most purchasers will be in need of financing for all, or a portion of, the

urrit. According to the National garden suite survey conducted by Gallu p Canada,

potential occupants of the suites exhibited a lower income than the average senior. As

such, it is important to determine what financing options would be available for

garden suites, that could accommodate seniors with low incomes. The two reasonable

options available to an individual purchaser are a real property (mortgage) or a

personal loan.

In terms of the unit itself, it is necessary for the lending institute to determine whether

it would be considered real or personal property. As no terms have been set with

respect to individual financin g of a garderr suite in Canada, both options will be

explored. Previous demonstration projects were l}OoÁgoverïment funded, therefore,

no financing was required.

If a unit is considered Real Property, financing would be similar to that of a standard 
:

residential dwelling. As such, the garden suite would qualify for longer maturity terms :

t,

and lower interest ratês in comparison with a personal loan.
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Banks evaluate teal property and loan amounts based on the value of the ,,properf¡/.,,

The value of the "propert¡/" (the suite) acts as collateral against the loan granted. If the

loanee defaults, the sale of the "property" should cover the full cost of the loan.

From a banks' point of view, the temporary nature of gardensuite and primarily the

location of the unit on another persons properfy, makes the ,'security,' of the loan

questionable. If the sole collateral on a loan is the unit itself, retrieval of the unit from

the private property of another person (the host family) is risþ. In addition, the bank

would need to sell the unit in order to make good on the loan. With no existing

market for used garden suites, this would be extremely difficult. It is also important to

trofe that the value of real property, from which the amou nt of a loan is determined, is

market based. Without a solid selling market, valuation of the unit is difficult.

Assuming that a market value could be determined for a gard,ensuite, the loan amount

is generally less than the cost of the unit itself. This is because financial instihrtes base

financing terms on a loan to ratio value. This serves to protect the lender in the case of

the client defaulting or foreclosing. Typic ally loan to ratio values are 71%oof the

appraised worth of the ifem. It should be noted that the appraised worth of the item

and its cost are not always the samc. r rs

In certain cases a loan to ratio value canbe as high as g50,6, if the amount is secured.

The Canada Mortgage and Housing(C.M.H.C.) Corporation curently provides secured

loans to first time home buyers who are buying dwelling below a specified price limit

I r3 AJ. Reiger and D. Engle, Granny Flats: An Assessrnent of Economic ancl l¿ncl
Use lssues (Washington, I9g3) p. g.
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for the subject community. The community basedprice limit is an attempt to ensure

that only those first time home buyers who require financial assistance, benefit from

the program. The bank in this scenario provides aloan up to 750,6 oî the value of the

unit and C'M.H.C. covers the remainder of the loan up to g5%. Given the perceived

benefits attributed to garden suites andthe income characteristics of the potenfial user,

it is reasonable to as$rme that C.M.H.C would consider securing higher rafio loans, so

as to assist with the promotion of this housing form.

The potential purchaser would be left to cover the down payment and the associated

costs of transportation, installation and site preparation. While a purchase r may be

eligible to cover these costs by a personalloanrthe issue of an acceptable total debt load

will be assessed by any lending institute. In isolation of any other debt, the lending

institution may decide that the debt ratio of a mortgage and a personal loan is too high,

based on total income, hence making additional personal the loan too risþ.

To give further clarity to the issue, a garden suite financed by a real loan (mort gage)

would result in the following numbers:

-Real property - the unit * sales tax

-Assuming the bank values the unit
at its "cost (base price * sales tax)
a loan ratio of 95% would cover
59 565 dollars, of the total cost.

-Based on the difference of the "cost"
and the loan amount, the appltcant
would be expected to make a down
payment on the unit of 3 I gS dollars.

-Acknowledging the existence of other
initial costs ( 1O,O0O) plus legal costs

62700.OO

-é9s65.00

3 t 35.OO
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associated with a mortgage and sales
documents (50O) the potential purchaser
would be required to make payment of
10,500 dollars.

-The total estimated dollar requirement for a
person to finance the initial costs of a garden
suite would be; down payment + instajlation
+ legal costs = 13,635.50 dollars.

10500.oo

TOTAL: 1 3635.S0 dollars

The amount the purchaser would need to pay up front would obviously increase if the

bank did not "value" tlte utrit close to its price tag and/ or the unit at less than g50,6 of

the value. On a unit purchase price of 6217OO dollars a conventional loan (í.e. 250,6

down payment) a person would be required to make a down payment of lsr675

dollars, with monthly loan payments of 616.19 dollars, based on a principle amount of

47,O25. As you will see later in this section the monthly loan payment between a unit

financed at 750,6 versus g5% is comparatively not that significant, However, the ability

of the lower income seniors attracted to this form of housing, to make a down payment

of nearly 16,000 dollars on top of installation costs would be limited.

To clarify a term raised above, in general there are two forms of mortgage loans,

secured and preferred. Preferred means with most institutions that a 250,6 or great

down payment/equity was made. With a secured loan, the down payment is 25% or

less and generally is about 1O%, or in some cases as low as 5% with a secured first time

mortgage through C.M.H.C. Secured loans are subject to slightly higher interest rates

than preferred loans.
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The lending institution would also evaluate the term of the mortgage. With the

temporary nature of a garden suite, lenders may not extend a morlgage term past S to

1o years.¡ra The Australian garden suite program has an average tenancy of seven

Years.lts Also, depending on the means of regulations of a garden suite, renewal of

permits by a Council may be necessary on a periodic basis. Such uncertainfy would

make the lending institution look carefully at the term and also the rate and,value of

the loan. In addition, maturities of greater than 1o years placethe bank in an difficult

position when the owner vacates the unit and has not paid off the loan. Whi le a ,,call,,

clause may be part of the loatr, requiring the total outstanding amou¡t to be paid,upon

the unit being vacated or sale, the loanee, who may not have the money to pay the

loan, and,/or the re-sale market is poor or non-existent, may realistically choose to

default on the loan and let the bank get rid of the unit. This assumes that the unit is

the only collateral.r r6

While shorter terms yield higher monthly payments, it does mean less interest is paid

against the loan. However, a colrsume r may not be in the position to carry larger

monthly payments and monetarily it may make other housing options more aftractive.

An alternative means of financin g a garden suite involves the host family. Assuming a

family relationship between the host and user of the garden suite, the host family may

be willing to take a second mortgage on their existing home. If sufficient equity exists

in the home up to Iooo/o financing of the garden suite over a 20 - ZS year term would

¡ra lbid., p. 5
I r5 AJ. Reþer and D. Engle, Grânny FIats: An Assessnrent of Econonric ancl t¿nci

Use lssues (Washington, 19g3) p. g.

rt6 lbid., p. lO
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be reasonable.trT The rate may also be lower as the banks would have a greater degree

of securify using the standard single family home as collateral. While this situation is

perhaps more advantageous for the purchaser of a gardenzuite, the ,'host home o\il.ner,,

may not want to re-mortgage due to their own financial limitations. As well, the home

owner is likely to be stuck trying to re-sell the unit in order to re-pay the loan. With

an averaSè seven (7) year length of occupancy for garden suites, liule of a standañ,20

year loan would be paid off prior to vacancy and the "home owner,, would be left to

foot the larger part of the outstanding loan.

If the unit is treated as personal property, financing of the gard,en suite would be

handled in a similar matlner as a loan for aboat, car or home improvements.lra A

lending institute determines the possibility and amount of the loan based primarily on

the credit worthiness of the loanee. (i.e. previous credit history - bill payment, loan

payment, employment status, investments). The value of the item being purchased

plays a lesser role in the conditions of the person alloanras depreciation and market

flucfuations for persotral loan items, is generally more temporal than the housi¡g

market.

Due to the less stable nature of a person al loan, rates are generally higher and terms

are shorter. The advantage to a personalloan is that financing is more likely,

assuming the loanee has a good credit rating.tre Again, the issues associated with a

new housing product will likely cause the banks to question the security of the loan

and potential for defaulting.

r r7 lbid.
It8 lbid., p. 9.
r'e lbid., P. lo.
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Table 3 and 4 put numbers to the different financing options, for garden suites, and

look at the required income necessary to finance such loans. The option obviously

exists where the financing costs could be divided between the senior and the host

family and/or government subsidies could be provided.

Other carrying costs are property tax, "home" insurance , maintenance and utilities. In

order to determine some appropriate costs figures, a standzrd mobile home was used

for estimation purposes.

Property tax: If a national or provincial program was in place it is reasonable to

assume that a tax break could be granted for incentive purposes. However, for the

assessment of economic issues associated with ownership, I have chosen to account for

all reasonable costs.

In order to determine a reasonable cost figure, I looked at the current taxation sifuation

for mobile homes in Nanaimo. Presently, for a standard,l OOO to l2OO square foot

mobile home unit locate d in a mobile home park, taxes average between 7SO and gSO

dollars per year' For discussion purposes I have defermined the taxation of a garden

suite, on a pnvate lot with an existing dwelling, to be 50% of the average charge noted

above. This would work out to be 42O.OO dollars per year or 35 dollars per month.

The rationale for the 50% reduction was based solely on the smaller size of the unit.

The mafter of taxation was not dealt with in either the Ontario or Alberta garden suite

pilot programs' As with the Australian project it was assumed that the unifs would be

exempt as they would be part of a govemment based housing program. As I am
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reviewing the potential of both a rcntal and ownership scenario the inclusion of

property taxes in the case of the ownership scenario is appropnate.
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NNANCING

R.cal Propcrty Loan
5 ycrr lcrm @ 8.955
Rcrl PrcpcrtY Loen
lO ycer lcrm @ lÛcft
Rcrl PrcpcrtY Loan
25 yelr lcrm @ ¡O.15ti

LO,{N l.oÁN
PÂVMITü B,IT.ANCE

Pcr¡on¡l lp¡n
5 ycrr lcnn@ 10.75*
Pcr¡onrl Lo¡n
tO Yc¡r lcrm (ã.1296

$ 78O.OO s55þ72.13 $51,800.74 $36,907'49

$ 538.00 $58,995.43 $SA,See,Sg $56,059.43

1

T¡blc I

Monlhly Lo¡n P¡ymcnt¡ ¡nd Ycrrly l,orn B¡l¡nccs

Assumptions:

o All lo¡ns ¡re boscd on 95S of thc lol¡t unil cosl (b¡sc pricc + s¡lcs lax).

¡ Unit cost is 62,7(Ð doll¡n.
r 95S of thc unil cosl = lmounl of lo¡n = 59,565 doll¡rs'
¡ No monlhty or annual prc-p¡ymcnlr wcrc facrored in (i.c. lump sum inslallmcnts lo rcducc lhc lo¡n mort quickly)'

sourcc: An avcragc of lhc scptcmbcr-o1-g5 inlcrrsl ralcs f¡om .tlic c¡n¡dian lmpcriel B¡nk of commcrcc, Thc Royal Eank of c¡n¡d¡ ¡nd c¡nad¡ Trust'

.07 $o0.00

$ 844.65 $56199.95 îs2,481.41 838,222.02

Cþo

YEAR IO

Î24,260.03 $00,00

$54,093.36 $50,308.29

Y[,{R. 15

$25,536.39 300.00.',

Y[¡{R 20

s,t0,873.t8 $33,474.00

YÊ{R 25

$00.00



FINANCING REQUTRED GROSS
MONTHTY INCOME

(dollars)

REQUIRED GROSS
YEARLY INCOME

(dollars)
Real Property Ioan
5 year tern (ò.8.95%

$3,865.02 $44,292.24

Real Propergr loan
1O vear (ò,lO.O%

$2,340.00 $25,O80.00

Real Property Ioan
25 vear tern (ò.10.15%

$1,614.OO $19,368.08

Personal Loan
5 vear term (ò.10.75%

93,842.34 $46,108.09

Personal Loan
10 vear tern (ò. 12-O%

$2,533.95 $3O,4O7.4O

Table 4

Required Income To Service Loans

Aszumptions:

o AII loans are based on g5o/o of the total unit cost (:base price * sales tax).
. Unit cost is 62,700 dollars.
. 95Vo of the unit cost = amount of loan = 59,565 dollars.
o Maximum permifted debt load of an individual is 330,6 of. their gross yearly income.

a

o Source: An average of the September-O 1-95 interest rates from The Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce, The Royal Bank of Canada and Canada Trust.
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Home Inzurance: For the purpose of this review the monthly cost used for propefi and,

content insurance was 25.OO dollars per month for ayearly expenditure of 3OO

dollars. Based on a unit of 55O-6OO square feet andcurrent industry prices this is felt

to be an acceptable figure for discussion purposes.

Maintenance: The amount allocated to maintenance in this review was 3S.OO dollars

per montlr for ayearly total of 42O.OO dollars. While the yearly sum may not be used

arrnually, over the length of the occuparlcy it is reason able to assume that either the

unit of the appliances within it would need repair.

Utilities: To cover the cost of electricity, water and telephone I have allocated, SS.OO

dollars per month , for ayearly total of 4ZO.OO dollars.

5.3.1.3 Transfer Costs

Transfer costs are associated with removal of the unit, remediation of the site, sales fees

(brokerage) and loan carrying charges until the unit is sold. While these costs are

limited in comparison to the total costs (initi al, carryingand transfer), they arc agaín

sunken costs, and are not generally re-cooped by the purchaser. It is unlikely that a

profit will be made on the sale of a used garden suite. In a best case scenario, the unit

would be sold for the amount it was purchased for. This could be the case where the

depreciation of the unit and inflationary costs of constructing were similar, aszuming

no other fluctuations in the market.
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Unit removal costs would be similar to that of installafion. However, a significant

reduction should be seen in site remediation as service lines would not need to be

removed only capped,/disconnected andbuned. Remediation cosfs would also involve

landæaping and removal of concrete footings and possibly any sidewalks installed for

convenience between the house and the unit. Unlike initial set up costs, site

remediation does not have a time factor and, hence, associated costs could be extended

over a longer period to spread the financi alburden.

Apart from unit removal costs, the possibility of abrokerage fee and covering carryíng

costs until the unit is sold, witl likely be the greatest transfer costs. For the purposes of

this review, I assume a brokerage fee of 8.5o/o based, on the average of current real

estates fees, and I have assumed that the unit would not be sold/purchased for a period

of three (3) months.

Assuming that the unit sold for the same price it was purchased, the remaining

transfer costs, plus the outstandingloanbalancerwould be subtracfed from the price,

to determine the overall net loss/gain.

The optimal situation would be one of profit for the purchaser. Realistically, the best f

think that can be assumed is that the purchaser breaks even. The worst case scenario,

and one that must be accounted for before deciding to purchase a unit, would be a loss

whereby the purchaser would need to find additíonal moneys to pay back the balance

of the loan.
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5.3.1.4 The Cost of Ownership

In order to purchase a garden suite, a person would need a sízable amount of money

just to cover the initial costs, exclusive of the price of the unit. In addition, the

consumer would need to be a suitable loan candidateras it is expected that most units

will not be purchased outright, due to the cost (962,700).

Table 5 provides a summary of cost items for the ownership scenario.

Table 5

Cost Summary: Ownership

Item Estimate

A. Initial Costs

1. One bedroom $62T00.00
Garden Suite
(base price * sales tax)

2. Iægal costs 5OO.OO

3. Transportation, IOOOO.OQ
site preparation, and
installation.

TOTAI $73200.OO

B. Carrying Costs

l. Financing (monthly)

Real Property Inan
-5 years @8.95%
- 10 years @ 10.0a,,6

-25 years @ 10.150.,6

$r230.34
780.00
s38.OO
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Personal Ioan
-5 years @ 10.750,6
-IO years @ l2.O%

Property Insurance (monthly)

Property Taxes (monthly

Maintenance (monthly)

Utilities (monthly)

1280.78
844.65

25.OO

35.00

35.OO

35.0O

$13O.OO * financingTOTAL

c.

t.

2.

3.

Transfer Costs

Resale price

Brokerage Fee

3 Month financing, property 1,614.0O
insurance & property tax costs,
between vacancy and sale.

Unit removal
and

site restoration

Outstanding loan balance

TOTAT

$62,7OO.O0

5329.50

(minimum)

2000.oo4.

5. variable

$7329.50 + outstanding loan balance
and interim
financing.

Numerous factors play into the decision to purchase a garden suite, and whether or not

the purchaser views the choice as the good decision. Quite apart from financial

considerations, the purchaser may be expanding their housing options by considering

a garden suite. Also, the senior could believe the social andhealth benefits gained
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from proximity to family are worth the expense and financial risk involved. Some may

like purchasing the unit over renting to gain a d,egreeof control over the unit, rent

increases and landlord issues. The ownership of a unit may be considered cost

effective for the purchaser in that for a defined sum they can gaarantee themselves a

set cost of living with a possible financial return.

Purchasing a gatden suite can be a reasonable option, however, a certaín amount of

financial backing is required. For those seniors with their own house or condorninium

who have a reasonable amount of equity in it, this could be a viable option. It is also

possible for the family of the senior to help cover the costs of financing.

The greatest obstacle in the ownership scenario is obtaining financing , and the lack of

a strong garden suite market by which to determine loan terms, and provide lending

institutions with the security they need.

5.3.2 RENTAL

This sectiorl assumes that the rental of. a garden suife would be similar to that of any

non-profit rental housing program. The non-profit scenario is used to illustrate the

basic costs and issues involved. Obviously, market programs would have a built in

profit to all costs.

This review uses reasonable cost estimates for the purpose of discussion. The intent of

this section is to elaborate on financial issues raised by renting, not the exact costs.
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5.3-2.I Initial Costs

The initial defined costs are the same as outlined in the ownership scenario. A

reduction in the price of a gardensuite is reasonable to assume, given the abitify of the

agency to purchase a greater number of units. The exact number of units necessary

before an economy of scale canbe realized is an issue of note. The non-profit agency

would have costs associated with general administration, legal matters, etc. that would

need to be accounted for in their budget.

It is reasonable to assume that sales tax (G.S.T. and P.S.T.) would be exempt as a rezult

of the agency's non-profit stafus. Transportation costs would only be reduced if the

agency had its own fleet of delivery trucks, and/or several units were delivered at a

time. As well, costs of site preparation and installations would only be reduced

significantly where existing work crews, already retained by the non-profit agencies,

were utilized. As such, for discussion purposes, I have not reduced the installation

costs from the ownership scenario.

The estimated initial costs, for the rental scenario, are as follows:

Base unit price
Sales tax
Installation costs
Iægal fees

TOTAT

The ser.vic ing and transportation

to the rental situation. However,

$55000.00
not applicable
too00.o0
not applicable

$65O0O.0O /unit

issues raised in the ownership scenario would apply

it is reasonable to assume that cities which have a
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large number of units in place may gain experience and practice with installing units,

hence, improving the speed by which the units are placed,on site and. realizing the

associated cost savings.

5.3.3.2 Carrying Costs

As with the ownership scenario, the major carrying cost is financing. For review

purposes, I have made the assumption that fhe Provincial Government would finance

the units through Provincial bonds. For the purpqses of this study, I have used British

Columbia Bonds which have a rate of 6.750/o, at a 20 year term. Tliis yields monthly

payments of 490.65 dollars. As with the sales tax, this review assumes the non-profit

body to be exempt from property tax.

Maintenance is a cost which would increase significantly from the ownership scenario.

Unlike the ownership scenario, it is unlikely that the resident or host family will

undertake repavs/maintenance at their own cost. In addition, it is more likely that

they will not let maintenance or required repairs go unattended for long, as they

would consider the rent to pay for such services. Maintenan ce and repairs would

require the non-profit agency to retain a crew of workers to cover a varíety of repairs,

and/ or contract out. In either case, an adminisfration to oversee maintenance would

be required. Units that are scattered throughout a region result in costly àowntime

where crews or contractors are simply driving to, from or between sites. As well, if

unifs are scaftered over a broad area, centralized matenal warehouses would become

necessary.lzo The number and distribution of units throughout a city or region is an

important cost factor. On a provincial or national level, the issue becomes magnified.

tzo lbid.,p.29.
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To assist in the discussion, a monthly cost of 10O dollars per unit was assigned for

maintenance. This would see a maintenance budget of l2OrOOO dollars per year for a

1OO unit garden srrite program. This would cover the cost of 1 to 1.5 persons, a van,

materials and sub-contracts. This fþre assumes joint storage facilities and fleet

maintenance.

A carrying cost not found in the ownership scenario is a contingency fund. Rental

projects generally have a contingency fund, which acts as a cushion when major

repairs are required, to one or more units. For the purposes of this sfudy, I allocated

20 dollars per month to this. For a program of lOO units this would amount to 24,OOO

dollars per year. This sum would cover unforeseen cost overmns for maintenance of

units and service systems.

The final carrying cost is associated with administration. Running of a garden suite

proSram would require someone to oversee maintenance, unit installation /removal,

necessary permits from the local governing body (i.e. service line installation, Ministry

of Health, rent collection, enforcement of "terms and conditionr" etc.) For discussion

Purposes, I allocated 44 dollars a month per unit, based on a lOO unit program and

the following figures.

o A base salary for one person
o A benefits package (780,6)

o One person office set up
o Operations budget

$32000.0o
5760.OO
5000.00

10000.00

TOTAT $52760.00
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No building cost has been included as I have assumed that an office would be shared

with an existing, non-profit housing or government agency. The 5,OOO dollars for

office set up is a one time cost. I have kept this cost within the yearly administration

budget as a contingency fund.

The total estimated monthly carrying costs per unit in the rental scenario is as follows:

1. Financing $490.65
20 year term @ 6.750,6 on
72,5OO dollars

2. Sales tax not applicable

3. Maintenance 100.00

4. Maintenance 2O.OO
contingency fund

5. Administration 44.00

6. Content insurance 10.00

7. Utilities 35.00

TOTAI $699.65

5.3.2.3 Transfer Costs

Unlike the ownership option, resale price, brokerage fees, carrying charges while

waiting to sell the unit, andloanbalance repayment, does not apply in the rental

scenario. The transfer costs which do apply are unit removal, site restoration,

transportation, storage and unit aging.
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Unit removal, site restoration and transportation costs would be similar to those

outlined in the ownership scenario. One difference between the rental and ownership

scenario is reflected in the inability to defer the restoration of the lot, and spread the

expense over a period of time to reduce required up front costs.

The cost of storage could be substantial depending on the number of units in

transition, how long they go unused and the need to protect the units from weather

damage, and vandalism. Cost savings could be realized if joint storage with a local

government or compatible agency could be found.

Unit aging and the need for maintenance and evenfual replacement can be a major

cost which will be borne by the delivery agency. In the Australian garden suite

program they quickly found the value in spending more money up front, on the

development of hardier units. In the end less time and money was spent for

maintenan ce and replacement.

Regardless of the unit, replacement will become a necessity, which must be accounted

for in the operating costs of fhe delivery aSency. A rental program could rely on capital

cost grants to cover replacement of units, however the consistency of delivery, and the

ptogram itself, would not be secure over the long term. It would be better for a

proSram to be capable of running based on rental income alone. Those seniors who

could not afford the rents could apply for rent subsides from the government, similar

to if they were renfing an apartment.
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5.3.4.4. The Cost of Renting

The estimated monthly cost to rent a garden suite would be 699.65 dollars, plus the

one time cost of installation and removal. Depending on the local rental market this

cost may apryæ reasonable for the benefits of remaining in the community and

maintaining family bonds. In other markets the estimated cost could deter potenfial

clients. As noted previously, rental subsidies could be considered for those seniors

unable to cover the entire rental cost. Some families may also be willing to undertake

the balance of the monthly costs which the senior can not cover. Table 6 provides a

summary of cost items for the rental scenario.

Beyond the cost there are other factors which may deter or aftract people from this

form of tenure. Many people choose not to rent due to the lack of control, perceived or

real, over terms of occupancy, rental costs and necessary maintenance that is deferred

by the orv\¡ner.

The rental option is likely to be more attractíve than ownership due to the uncertainty

of financing and resale.

Table 6

Cost Summary: Rental

Item

A. Initial costs

L Base Unit Price
2. Sales Tax
3. Iægal Fees
4. Transportation,

Site Preparation, and
Installation Costs

Estimate

55000.00
Not applicable
Not applicable
IOOOO.OO

TOTAL,/unit 65000.oo
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B. Carrying Costs

1. Financing (monthly)
Provincial Bond
20 yearc @ 6.75%

2. Maintenance
3. Maintenance

contingency fund
4. Administration
5. Content insurance
6. Utilities

C. Transfer Costs

1. Unit removal
and

site restoration
2. Storage
3. Unit

repair and
replacement

490.65
100.oo
20.oo

44.OO
10.00
35.OO

699.65tOtet/unit

TOTAL/unit

2000.o0

Yanable

Yanable

2000.oo +

5.3.3 PRICE SENSITIVITY

In the National Garden Suite Survey undertaken by Gallup Canada, 46% of. the

respondents stated a preference to purchase the unít, 38oÁ preferred to rent and the

remaining 760,6had, no preference.rzr Of those surveyed 2/ïrds felt they could afford

the cost of rental and ownership, based on 1986 quotes of 37,000 dollars (installed)

in the ownership scenario, and 450-500 dollars per month rent.

¡3t Gallup CanadarGarden Suites Demonstrafion Pioject: National Survey
(Ottawa, 1989) p.48.
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It should be noted that these are 1991 fþres, and, the post occupancy review

indicated that the unit cost for consfruction and installation was greater than

estimated. As zuch, both the rental and ownership dollar values used in the suney are

likely not accurate, and the survey results should be viewed accordingly. As well the

detailed ownership costs were not explained, which would again likely affect the

results of the surve.y.

In general, price sensitivity was largely affectedby geographic location and community

sizejz? This finding would lend credence to the notion that market comparison is

occurring (i.e. what can r get in the housing market for equal value.) The survey

indicated that residents of rural communities(under IO,OOO) were most likely to find
the quoted ownership and rental prices high, with urban centers (soo,ooo +) being

least likely.tzs

In general rental prices were considered to be high, much.more frequently than the

price quoted for ownership. In the rental scenario 42.s 0,6 of the respondents felt the

quoted price was somewhat high, zso,6 felt the price was very high, and 2g.5%

indicated that the price was just about right.rzr rhis may be the case because a sense

of value for the money spent is tied to the ownership scenario. In other words in the

end those who purchase a unit will regain much of the initial cost through resale. The

majority of the respondents felt the quoted purchase price to be aboutright.

122 lbid.rp.48.
tzs lbid., p 50.

Corporation, Garden Sr{itçs: An Evaluation Report
:ment¿tion (Otøwa, 1g9O) p.33.
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The Gallup findings indicate that different pricing options will be required to

accommodate different segments of the potential market.rzs A means to provide

different price structures is to make garden suites eligible for government rental

subsidies.

5.4 ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR METHODS OF

There are five costing schemes according to Lazarowich,rze which could apply to the

delivery of a garden suite program, they are: private funding with no rent subsidy;

pnvate funding with a rent subsidy; public funding wifh no rent subsidy; public

funding with a renf subsidy; and a combination of private and, public funding with of

without a rent subsidy. This section will define and elaborate on the economic issues

associated with these methods of delivery.

5.4.1. PRIVATE FUNDING WITH NO RENT SUBSIDY

This scenario involves the construction and installation of the garden suite by the

private sector. The units are either sold or rented to individuals, with no financial

assistance from the government. The Coastal Colony Corporation in the United States

and two firms in Ontario did produce garden suites for sale to individuals. Their status

and success in marketing such unifs is not known. No known market rental projects

exist, for garden suites.

r?5 Gallup Canada,op. cit., p. 51.
126 M.la'zarowich and B. Haley, op.cit., p. 69.
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In the ownership scenario, ideally a senior would sell their current residence and

purchase the unit from the proceeds of the sale. However, this possibilify may not exisf

for all seniors. A program based solely on meeting costs and profit would be unable to

address the entire potential market for garden suites. This form of delivery is also the

most prone for significant cost increases, as no mechanism exists to buffer unforeseen

of dramatic cost fluctuations in the production of the unit.

A rental program administered errtirely by the private sector would also involve a

profit factor. In terms of administering a national or provincial program, relying on

the private sector for delivery would risk inconsistent pricing and avatJ,ability. For both

the rental and ownership options the private sector would not likely undertake

marketing garden suites unless the demand was high, and without government

backing for both financing and regulatory issue, this seems unlikely.

5.4.2 PRIVATE FUNDING WITH A RENT SUBSIDY

This costing scheme is similar to the rental scenario above, with the exception that

renters would be eligible for rental subsides from the government. The same issues

which hampered the rental scheme above would also hamper this scheme. The only

difference is that a greater ranSe of seniors would be able to afford renting a garden

suite due to subsidies. It should be noted that the benefit of both private sector opfions

is the removal of government obligations to finance ongoing production and

administration costs.
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5.4.3 PUBTIC FUNDING WITH NO RENT SUBSIDY

This costing scheme calls for the public funding of the capital cost of constructing the

units. Operating costs would be either covered by the rents received from the units.

Individual ownership is not conceived for this scheme as ownership of the units would

be rctaíned by the goverrunent, who paid for their consfrucfion.

Unlike the private sector, profit would not be a motive and rents could be kept fairly

low, as they would only need to cover operating costs. This scheme would make the

garden suite concept available to a wider range of seniors in terms of cost and likely in

terms of the geographic area of delivery.

5.4.4 PUBLIC FUNDING WITH A RENT SUBSIDY

This system is the basis for the Australian garden suite program.rzT Both capital costs

and operation costs are subsidízed by the government. The rents are equal to

approximately 200,6 of the seniors old age pension. This costing scheme with its stiding

scale, makes the garden suite an option for all seniors. In Australia the reasonable

pricing of the rents, in part, made for an unexpecfe d demand for the unifs, and

lengthy waiting periods were experienced by seniors.

Again, individual ownership was not conceived for this scheme as the value of the

units was to be retained by the government who underwrote the cost of production

and operations.

t27 \bid.,p.7o.
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5.4.5 HYBRID: PUBLIC-PRIVATE ruNDING

This scheme is currently used by the Australian Government for the delivery of their

garden suite program.tzs The difference between their initial tact described above is in

that individual seniors may choose to finance the construction of the unit themselves.

Due to the lengthy waiting lists the governmen t gave people the option to finance the

construction cost. Such people would not be required to pay rent and would receive

the construction cosfs back upon vacatíng the unit.

This is effectively a two tiered system benefiting those people who can afford the up

front construction costs. If waiting lists are lengthy this may be a solution ,however, if

equity in terms of housing is a goal, this is not an appropnate means of delivery.

Proponents of this two tiered system say in the long run it benefits all seniors as the

number of units in the program is ultimately increased and places less immediate

demands on government funding.

taE lbid.rp.7l.
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5.5 SUMMARY

The economic issues related to form of tenure and means of progtarn implementation

can effect the viability of a garden suite program.

The difficulty in determining accurate cost figures is an issue specific to this form of

housing. The portability aspect makes the costs of unit installation, senrice hook-ups

and transportation difficult to tie down. This price fluctuation means the consumer

must spend both time and money investigating the extenf of these cost, before

determining whether they can afford this form of housing. This extra step will cause

some potential clients to pass over this form of housing.

The avaílability of financing poses a problem to both an individual purchaser and a

non-goverïment delivery agencies. Financial instifutes will be wary of financing a

housing form without a proven market. Lending institutions must be able to value

units to determine loan terms, and must be able to re-sell the units should the

customer default on the loan. Both of these issues require an active market of this

particular housing form. To rely solely on lending institutes for financing will impede

the delivery of a garden suite program. Government involvement either fhrough direct

or indirect financing will be required.

Terms of financing play a significant role in whether an individual can afford the

monthly payments. In order for a garden suite program to be viable on a large scale,

and meet the social objectives, the units must be avaílable to a wide range of incomes.

Relying solely on private financing which can vary greatly depending on the economic

market (i.e. fluctuating interest rates) will isolate a significant number of people.
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Goverrrment financingand/or the use of subsidies would alleviate this problem. The

unknown ability to re sell a unit after it is vacated may also deter people from choosing

to purchase a unit.

The noted non- financing carrying costs are best guess esfimates. The acfual cost of

running a rental housing program that is scaftered throughout anurban area couldbe

even higher. Turn over rates for rental units can also affect the financing of a rental

program. A greater degree of certainty and control over the finances of a rental

program are needed, before one is undertaken. The proported savings associated with

a garden suite program, may not be as great as a government expects in comparison to

other forms of housing.

In terms of implementation it would appear that a publicly funded rental program

would likely be better received by the general population. Unlike the private

ownership scenario uncertainty with financing and re-sale would not be an issue. As

well, the entire range of the seniors market could be addressed through fínancial

subsidies.
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Chapter 6.0
REGUIATORY, IMPLEMENTATON AND LEGAL
CONSIDERATIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter will describe options and assess the strengths and weaknesses of mefhods

of regulating and implementing a garden zuite program. The lafter part of this chapter

will address the legal considerations of restricting occupancy.

In order for a housin1pro1ram to function in an orderly manner and address the

needs and concertrs of all parties involved (i.e. government, the occupant, the host

family, and thegeneral public) some regulation is necessary. Both the method of

regulation and implementation can effect how well a housing program is received, an

its ability to fulfil irs mandare.

The legal issues associated with the regulation of occupancy, raises corrcerns to

whether or not garden suites canbe targeted at seniors only. Limiting occup ancy to

seniors, is considered a major issue in the successful implementation of a garden suite

pro8.ram ín canada. Public concerns regarding a permanent increase in

neighbourhood densify, the units turning into rental units, overflow parking and

increased traffic are a few of the concerns associated with expanding the target market

beyond seniors.

6.2 METHODS OF REGULATION

The British North America Act, in Section 92 (13),gives each province the right to

make its own laws in relation to property and "Civil Rights." In addition, Section g2

(9) gives each Province the power to make laws pertaining to matters of a local
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nature.lze In effect, these two sections give Provinces the abrlity to make laws with

respect to the use of land and regulations thereof.

Traditionally, Provinces have de\egated some of their power to local government. An

example of this is a local government's ability to regalate land use through Official

Communify Plans, Zoning By-laws and other development controls . Local

Sovernments, however, through the means of their legal creation, are primarily

administrative entities, of Provincial legislation. In generalr local governments are not

permitted to alter or press interpretations of by-laws.

I-and use and other local government regulations /by-laws are administered by the

province through the Land Title Act and the Municipal Act. In some provinces, there

are specific by-law packages which refer to planning issues only, such as the Planning

Act in Ontario. As well, cities such as Vancouver, British Columbia are governedby an

independent Charter, which allows the City a greater degree of flexibitity over certain

issues. In all, cases Provincial Governments have control over what canbe

administered by a local govemment.

Localgovernments, in furn, are required to develop and adopt by-laws and procedures

for the running of their jurisdiction. These by-laws include development andplanning

issues. The primary documents used to regulate development and planning at alocal

level are an Official Community Plan and a ZoningBy-law. The Official Community

Plan lays out the general development objectives of a community over a period of time,

t2sJ.E. Smyth et. al., The [¿w and Business Adrninistrafion in Canada
(Scarborough, L987), p. 2t.
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usually five to seven years. The 7nníng By-law regulates how and what type of

development can occur on specific sites, or within a specific zone. In generalrzones

are created to ensure thatland uses do not conflict andthat properties are developed in

a consistent, appropnate and safe manner. Tnnes regalate land use via use, density and

volumetric limitations.

There are a varíety of means possible to regulate the placement of a Garden Suite on a

single family lot. New legislation could also be developed or exisfing methods

streamlined to assist with such a program.

The methods outlined in this section are those currently possible under existing

legislation in Canada. While the exact mechanics may vary from province to province

and between municipalities, the general concepts are outline d anddiscussed below.

6.2.1, OLN RIGFT USE

Within an existing zoning by-law, garden suites could be made a permitted use on all

singlefamilylots.Companioncriteriafortheplacementoftheunit,maximumsizeof

the unit, etc., would be included as part of the amendment to the zoningby-law. Such

an amendment would require the approval of the local government, over several

meetings. In addition, public input in the form of aheanngwould be required.

Once the zoning amendment was adopted, anyone could place a gardensuite on a

single family lot, assuming they met the generalcriteria outlined in the zone.
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6.2.2 NEW ZONE (Rezoning)

Within an existing zoningby-law, a new single family dwelling zone could be crcated,

which would permit garden suites. The new zone woul d again rcgalate placement of

the unit, maximum unif size, etc. Creafion of a nerv zone would require local

government approval which would include a formal public heanng.

If a new zone perrnitting garden suites u¡as successfully adoptedranyone wishing to

site a garden suite on their single family lot would need to apply for a rezoning. A

rezoningapplication would see the zone and hence permitted uses change for the

specific lot in question. The rezoning process varies greatly in length of time, from

three (3) months to two (2) years depending on the jurisdiction andthe complexity

and/ or contentiousness of the application.

Hopefully, when the new zone was adopted into the zoningby-law, public and

political support would be sfrong, hence increasing the likelihood of specific site

rezoning applications proceeding.

6.2.3 VARI,ANCE

A vartance is a procedure by which a government may granta site specific relaxation

to their zoning by-law. Variances are meant to provide a certain degree of flexibility

where a hardship exists, such as steep terrain, or where the variance would result in a

perceived benefit to the community, for example, preservation of nafural habitat. If is

reaænable to assume the garden suites could be a perceived benefit to a community.
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In many provinces variances can not be utilizedto alter use or density, effectively

eliminating this regulatory option for a national garden suite program. However, some

provinces, such as Brifish Columbia, now perïnit local governments to regulate site

specific use and density within 4 7cry¡s.tso

Variances require the approval of the local government which uzually includes an

opporlunity for public input. Unlike the rezoning procedures rvariance procedures do

not generally provide for a formal public hearing.

As with the creation of a new zone, avartance procedure would require each

participant in a garden suite program to go before aLocalgovernment for adjudication

of their request. If a variance is granted, the terms are registered on title. As zuch, all

subsequent owners of the subject property would also have the right to locate a garden

suite on site.

6.2.4 HOUSING AGREEMENT

A Housing Agreement is a legal arrangement entered into by a governm ent and, a

property owner, granting additional development privileges (i.e. density and lot

coverage), in trade for a desired form of housing (i.e. affordable, family, seniors,

transitional, etc.)

Several Provinces (British Columbia, Ontario) make such legislation available for use

by local Sovernments. Housing Agreements require a companion by-law tobe ad,opted

which needs the approval of locäl government. The necessary process for a Housing

¡30 Province of British Columbia,MunicipalAct (Victoria,Igg5), pgs. S17-SIg.
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Agreement can be lengthy. In addifion, the Housing Agreement itself canbe a

relatively complex document which generally requires the services of a solicitor.

A Housing Agreement generally requires formal, public input. The document is

registered on title and the privileges run with the land aszuming no time limit has

been set.

6.2.5 TEMPORARY USE BY-LAW

A temporary use by-law allows a use to occur on a property that does not comply with

the existingzoning. As its name implies, such a by-law is temporal in nature. Time

limits generally range from a few months up to five years.

Temporary use by-laws must be adopted by the local government and generally a

formal public hearing is held. Notice of the land use privilege is usually placed,on the

property title. However, the privilege does not mn with the land.

6.2.6 PROVINCTAL DIRECTIVE

Provinces have the ability to direct local governmenfs to permit certain land uses to

occur anywhere within their jurisdiction. A case in point is community houses for the

mentally challenged, in British Columbia. Such a Provincial directive could apply to

garden suites in residential areas. If this were the case, local governmen t approval

would not be required for individual participants. Anyone could install a garden suite

on their residential property assuming they complied with building and engineering

by-laws.
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In terms of land use and its regulation, there are generally three (3) parties with vested

interests: the government (local, provinci al, federal), the general public and the

interest group pressing the land use application.rsl (This could be a level of

Soveûrment, a sole applícant or a collective body zuch as a non-profit housing agency.)

In looking at methods of regulation for a garden suite program, the goals and concerns

of each of these parties must be utrderstood and considered, when choosing a means of

regulation. I believe the primary issues of concern to these parties are: control over

occupancy; control over removal; degree of public involvement; control over

maintenance; speed of implementation; cost; and degree of certainty for the applicant.

Each of these issues and the concerns they raise is outlined below.

6.3.1 CONTROL OVER OCCUPANCY

For both the government and the public control over who occupies a gardensuite is

important. From the Sovernmerlt's point they want to ensure the target group slated

to benefit from this form of housing, is the one occupying the units. In addition,

Sovernments do not like to leave themselves open to public backlash, when a program

Soes awry.

The public who are all potential neighbors of garden suites, obviously want to ensure

that the unit is used for the purpose it was promoted for, namely temporary seniors

r3r G. Hodge, Planninq Canadian Conlmunities (Scarborough, lggl). p. ZIg.
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housing. It is realistic to see a situation where upon the seniors departure from the

suite, it could be used as a rental suite for non-seniors.

Part of the success of a garden suite program relies on general acceptance from the

public. I think it is fair to say that ones home is often the sole domain where a person

can exercise a degree of control. In addition, a home is viewed as a major financial

invesfment and protecting it is obviously important. Whether they acknowledge the

mechanismr l believe the public views land use controls as a means to achieve a sense

of security in their living environment.

Of the six noted methods of regulation, only a Housing Agreement and, aprovi¡cial

directive could regulate occupancy. Housing Agreements can specify who the special

form of housing is targeted for, within the agreement between the government and the

individual property owner. A Provincial directive could also specify the user. The

other noted regulation methods have no built in mechanism to control occupancy.

Another, and possibly preferred, option for regulation of occupancy would be a

contract between the government and the individual home owner.r3z By definition, a

confract is a promise or set of promises which the law will enforce. Beyond the legal

issue of controlling occupancy, which will be discussed later in this chapter, contracts

are viewed to be more readily enforceable than municipal by-laws, in a court of law.

If contracts were utilized the issue of which method of regulation is befter for

enforcement of occup ancy rwould become irrelevant.

rse 56y1þ et. al., op. cit., p. LZZ.
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6.3.2 CONTROL OVER RËMOVAL OF THE UNIT

Control over removal of a unit when it is no longer required by a senior musf be

assured in order for any gove¡ïuïÌent to gain support from the public.

Unit removal and occupancy control are different sides of the same issue , namely

ensuring the unit is used for the purposes it was intended. The method of regulation

for garden suites must be able to ensure unit removal. Such security will also assist

with financing of units, whether privately or publicly. As was discussed in chapter 4,

financial institutes 
^re 

w^ry to lend mo.ey when the collateral (the unit) resides on

the property of another person (the host family). Such a situation makes retrieval of

the unit difficult, and hence financing tenuous.

of the six noted methods of regulation, only aTemporary Use By-law and aHousing

Agreement could regulate removal of the unit. Again, a separate contract could be

used to specify such a term as removal of the unit. While the contract could not

function in isolation, due to the need to formally alter land.use and perhaps other

issues of density, lot coverage, etc., they do agaín make the issue of which method of

regulation is befter for enforcement of unit removal, irrelevant.

6.3.3 DEGREE OF PUBLIC INVOLVËMENT

As with any planning initiative, public involvement is key.rss Thought must be given

to the timing, quality and quantity of public input. In a best case scena rro, an educated

public, applicant and local Sovernment arrive at a positive mutual agreement . Local

government politicians can not help but be swayed by public opinion. As such,

r33 Hodge, op. cit., p.177.
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education of the public and incorporation of controls which go towards addressing

their concerns, is exfremely important before proceeding to local government for the

necessary endorsement for a garden suite program.

It canbe faitly said that the optimal timing, quantity and, quality of public input is that

necessary to obtain a positive outcome for all parties. In both the Alberta and ontario

garden suite pilot ProSrams public input was plentiful andpublic acceptance rates

were high- Public meetings were held in the neighbourhood where a unit was to be

located. The meetings were held one to two times before the unit was placed in the

neighbourhood. Participants at the meeting included the potenti al occupant, host,

residents of the neighbourhood and local government representatives. The meetings

were held in a local house and were kept very informal and small scale so as to

facilitate productive discussions. In the end no gardens suite failed to be installed due

to neighbourhood concern. I believe that a greater degree of public input is more

likely to lead to the acceptance of a Garden suite program by all parties.

of the six noted methods of regulation creation of a new zone provides for the greatest

degree of public input. Use of a new zone would require a public hearing for the

placement of each individual garden suite, as every homeowner would be required to

rezone. This would allow the public to review every application on its individual

merits.

The methods of out'Right use, Housing Agreement, and aTemporary use By-law are

second best as they both generally require a formalpublic hearing with statutory

requirements for notification. The Yariance process generally has no requirements for
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a sepatate public forum. opportunity is, however, given to anyone wishing to speak at

the regular meeting of local government. Statutory notification procedures for a

Variance and Housing Agreement are limited and in some jurisdictions not required at

all.

A Provincial directive would likely have the least amount of public input at the local

level, and could be viewed as a paternalistic action by a province.

6.3.4 CONTROL OVER MAINTENANCE

In the ontario garden suite pilot proSram one of the consistently expressed concerns

was the potential for the units not to be maintained.r34 The public was concern ed that

if units were not maintained, that both the neighbourhood aesthetics and property

values would be affected.

of the six methods of regulation, only the Housing Agreeme nt andTemporary Use By-

Iaw could layout conditions of use which could include mainfenance.

The regulatory methods of out-Right use, creation of a New znne,a provincial

Directive, and a Variance would need to rely on a companion document or by-law to

enforce maintenance. This companion document could be either a contract or a

unsighfly premises by-law enforced by the local government. The latter option is not

as effective as a contract as the criteria set out for unsightly premises can vary between

13< S. Corke et. al., Granny Flats: A Housinq Option for The Elderl], (Winnipeg,
r986) p.9.
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jurisdiction, often do not provide the degree of confrol necessary, and, are frequently

not upheld when action is purzued through the courts.

Enforcement of an unsightly by-law can also be time conzuming and costly for aLocal

Soverrlment. As with the control of occupancy and unit removal a conttacf appears to

be the best option.

6.3.5 SPEED OF IMPLEMENTATION

When a senior decides to make a move from their existing dwelling to an assisted

living situafion, whether it be congregate care, Abbe,,¡field housing or a Garden suite,

time plays a role- Making the decision to move which often requires the sale of

possessions, acceptíng loss of confrol and many other changes canbe difficult. The

time between choosing a garden suite to live in and moving in is very important. If
this span is too lengthy, the potential user may decide to go for a more conventional

and secure form of housing.rss

on the flip side, local govenrment and the public may feel that aspeedy

implementatíon equates to a lack of control.

of the six methods of regulation, the Provincial Directive would afford.the quickest

implementation. Making Garden suites an outright use would be the second fastest as 
.

once an amendment was made to the zoning by-law, applicants would need only deal :

with the building and engitreering issues of installation. A Variance would require :

r3s. M-Laza'rowtch and B. Harery, Granny Frats: Their pracficarity and
Imptementation (Waterloo, lgSZ) p.
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each individual Garden Suite application to go before the local government for

endorsement. However, the Variance process is generally not as cumbersome as a

Rezoning, aTemporaty Use By-law, a Housing Agreement, nor does it require a formal

public heanng-

6.3.6 FINANCI-AL COSTS TO THE APPLICANT

In part, for the individual applicant to consider residing in a garden suite, they must

feel that the financial costs of receiving the necessary approval from the government is

reasonable.136 The determination of a reasonable cost canbe affeúed,by several other

factors. These factors may include: the perceived benefits of the garden suite form of

living; the availability of alternative housing; and fhe cost of alternafive housing. For

the purposes of this review, I have considered the best financial cost to be the lowest.

Of the six regulatory methods, the least financial cost to the applicant would be with

the Provincial directive and then the Out-Right Use scenario. With the provincial

directive it is assumed that the govemment would absorb the cost. The Out-Right Use

would require local government to consider an amendment to their zoning once,

relieving future applicants for Garden suites of this regulatory cost. Individual

applicants could still be required to cover building inspection fees and the cost of

preparing a conttact covering occupancy, unit removal and maintenance.

Regulating gatden suifes through aVanance system would be less costly than through 
i

the Rezoning, a Housing Agreement or a Temporary use By-law, and the process is

generally less cumbersome and time consuming. The variance process does not

r36lbid., p.
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Senerally require a formal public hearing as many formal readings of by-laws or as

much legal documentation.

6.3.7 DEGREE OF CERTAINTY FOR THE APPLICANT

In order to choose and stay with this new form of housing , a certarn degree of

assurance of a successful and timely unit installation is required. It is reason able to

assume that the longer, more complex, cosfly and less stable the process of installing a

garden suite is, compared to other available forms of housing, the fewer the number of

potential r¿sers. The exception to this would be where the benefits derived from

gatden zuite living was perceived as being much greater than any other form of

seniors housing.

of the proposed methods of regulation, the Provincial directive followed by permifting

Garden suites as an Out-Right Use, provide the greatest degree of certainty for the

applicant. with both these methods, once the appropnate regulatory amendments had

beenmade,local8overnmentapprovalwouldnotberequired.Applicantswould

simply be required to meet the conditions of use laid out for gardensuites. Again, the i

lYartance process with its less complex and lengfhy process and no requirement for a

formal public hearing would provide a greater degree of certainty over rezonin g,than
a Housing Agreement and aTemporary Use By-law.

6.3.8 OPTIMAL REGULATORY METHOD

In review, it would appear that for the regulation of unit occupancy, removal and

maintenance that none of the above noted methods are superior. Instead, use of a
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comPanion contract document apwars mosf beneficial. As noted, contracts are viewed

as more readily enforceable than municipal by-laws, in a court ef l¿yy.rsz

In terms of speed of implementation, cost to the applicant and degree of certainfy for

the applicant, a Provincial directive followed by making gardensuites an out-Right

use would allow these objectives to be addressed in the best manner.

The degree of public involvement that should be ilrcluded in the regulation of a garden

suite program is the most complex of all of the previous regulatory matters. For public

education and ultimate support of a garden suite progr am, the ontario and Nberta

pilot projects indicated significant involvement was likely required and, thatit would

pay off with high degree of neighbourhood approval. In relation to a potential user

however, the uncertainty of protracted public involvement could be discouraging. In

the Australian garden suite program the 4 to 8 month waiting period alone deters

people, and only a small portion of this time period involves public input. In
attempting to find abalance and accommodate the needs of both the public andthe

occupant, making garden suites an out-Right Use in all single family residential zones

would be the best option. The public would be afforded the opporrunity to address

their concerns to the local Sovernment, however, if thè associated zoningamendment

bylaw was adopted individual users would not need to go through the rigors of a

public hearing.

overall, I believe that makin g garden suites an out-Right-use (section 6.2.r.) in single

family residential zones, in tandem with a contract outlining criteria for unit

'37 lbid., p. 93.
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occupancy' removal and mainte nance, is the most effective means of regulation.

Regulation through zoning and contracts are familiar to all levels of government in

CanadJ- and' aresimple enough concepts for the generalpublic, and potenti aL garden

suite users to comprehend

Table 7 provides a visual comparison of the methods of regulation and their strengths

and weaknesses' in relation to the ability to regulate issues of unit occupancy,

removal, public involvement, unit maintenance, speed of implementation, cost and

degree of certainiy. Table 7 is not meant to be iallied, rather provide an easy reference

for comparison between methods of regulation.
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There are a vart'ety of means by which a garden suite program could be delivered. The

primary tenant of each system of delivery is ownership. who ultimately owns the

garden suife can make both a real and. perceived difference in fhe success of

implementation.rsE

Even though a public delivery system may be more costly than either a privateor non-
profit system, the perceived stability and "social" bent of our government, provides a

sense of security to potential users. In the Nbertademonstration program there was a

tendency to prefer a publíc delivery system. The noted reasorls for this preference

included: the in-compatibility of the private sectors profit motive; the ,,social

overtones" of the garden suite conce pt; andthe Province's perceived mand¿te of
providing housing and care for seniors.r3e

on fhe other hand, the private sector is generally perceived by the public tobe abefter

fiscal manager tltan the public sector. If a Garden suite program is to succeed, real

and perceived notions of cost efficiency are imporfant. A sense of value, both

monetarily and social, is important in the derivery of zuch a program.

¡38 Alberta.rlfunicipal efli1s Housing Division, preliminary Assessment of TheAlberta Garden Suite projecl(M,nontonJ gõo)i. iõ]-
'sg AJ. Reiger and D. Engte, Granny Flats: An Assessment of Economic ancr l¿nd

Use Issues (Washington, l9S3) p. S.
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There are four possible methods of implementation of a gardensuite program. They

are: prlate; public; non-profit and a hybrid. The strengths and weaknesses of each

implementation system will be examined using the followi ngvanables: mofive;

control over the unit, in this case occupancy; removal; financing; and, thecosts of
production and on-going administration. These variables were used as they highlight
the major concerîs of the public, noted in both the Alberta and ontario demonstration

projects.

6.4.I. PUBLIC DETIVERY SYSTEM

The motive behind a public delivery system canbeassumed. to be both social and

political'r¿o It is generally perceived that the best interesfs of the public is the driving
force.

In terms of control over occupancy andremoval, a public based system has the greatest

ability to address these issues. contracts to ensure occupanc y by asenior and removal

could be secured directly with the local goverrrment. Administration and enforcement

of such documents afueady occurs at the local government level, and duplicafion of
seruices would not be necessary. In addition, goverï.ments are familiar to the general

public as having an enforcement role over land use.

Financing the purchase of a unit can be difficult as discuss ed, in chapter 4. without a

secure market for garden suites, financial institutes are wary of approving loans. with
the backing of government, financial institutes would likely have agreater degree of
security in providin g a loan. Effectively, a government,s ,,bond,, would funcfion as the

l{0 C. Mill, Garden Suites: An Alternative Forrn Of
Cir.v of Winnipeg lwinnip.g]g90) p.+a.
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collateral for the loan. The other option would be for a goverurment to act as the

financier instead of banks, credit unions and trust companies. In terms of renting the

unit, the public delivery system has the ability to meet the enfire gardensuite market.

Those seniors unable to afford the entire rcntal costs could utilize goverïmrent rental

subsidies.

In terms of unit production, a pubLic based delivery system fails. Manufacturing plants

and a distribution system would need to be set up andrun at a significant cost. The

Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation could function as the administrator of a

proSram through its national and provincial offices. However, C.M.H.C. does not

currently have the experience necessary to deal with a full scale production and

delivery operations. A factory specifically built to deliver a solely gover.¡1ment based

program would not be cost efficient producing only gardenzuites, and, expansion into

production of other similar housing forms (i.e. module homes) is not generally the

perceived role of government.

6.4.2. PRIVATE DETIVERY SYSTEM

The primary motive behind a Private Delivery System is generally assumed to be profit,

through addressing market demand. Such a motive is not always in the best interest of

the public.

With respect to control over unit occupancy andremoval , the private sector is legally

capable of undertaking contractual arranSemÈnts, to secure these issues. However, the

motive behind ensuring the correct person occupies the unit, and the unit is removed

upon the seniors vacating, canbedifferent than governments. A private markefer of
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garden suites would not likely be required to buy backvacated units. As such,

enforcing timely removal of vacated;units woul d.be of little benefit, unless the market

for used Garden suites was substantial. In such a case, quick retrieval would be

financially beneficial to the marketer. In addition, other than reputation, a business

would have no incentive to ensure that the unit was inhabited by a senior. If apnvate

Delivery System was used, some form of external enforcement of unit occupancy and,

removal would be required.

Financing in this situation would be difficult except for those seniors with zubst antial

savings. Without any government backing of the program delivery, terms of financing

would likely be more stringent.

In terms of unit production, aPrlate Delivery System is a superior method. As the

garden suite is basically a modified manufachtred home, production and distribution

could occur within the existing nationwide manufactured home system. Some re-

tooling would likely be require d and additiorral workers may need to be hired.

However, the overall production and distribution costs would be comparatively low.

6.4.3. NON-PROFIT DELIVERY SYSTËM

The motive behind a non-þrofit delivery system canbe assumed as social "good', based

on a demonstrated need. In terms of delivery, it is expected that the Garden Suite

program would be integrated into the services of existing non-profit housing societies.

In terms of control over unit occupancy and removal, non-profit agencies are legally

capable of utilizing, and are usually familiar with contracts.
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with a closer attachment to government then a pnvate market, as a result of

Sovernment being a pnmary funding source, the mofive to enforce unit occupancy and

removal would likely be greater. Also the cost of enforcement would be less than a

private marketer, as a sysfem of enforcement is usually in place for most non-profit

housing societies.

Financing a garden zuite will be difficult in either the non-profit or private delivery

without strong government backing If no backing is provided, potential purchasers

would require a sizable down payment, andbe at the mercy of a financial institute to

obtain aloan and negotiate terms. ln a rental scenario, the non-profit agency would

again need government backing to secure a favorable loan, so as to keep the resulting

rental costs down.

As for unit production and distribution, a non-profit delivery system would be in the

same situation as a public delivery system, namely starting from scratch at considerable

cost.

6.4.4. HYBRID DETIVERY SYSTE,M

It would apryar from the basic assessment of the above three delivery system s that a

hybrid implementafion system would be best. A hybrid system could take advantage

of the private sectors built in system of production and delivery, presently well

established with the manufactured home associations in each province. The non-profit

organizations which currently deliver affoñable and special needs housing

in most parts of Canada, could become the delivery agent for garden zuites. This

would prevenf costly duplication of services and utílíze a system already in place, and
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rccoçnized in the local communities for delivering alternative housing forms.

The government in this scenario would ensure the overall performance of the delivery

system by facrlitanng communication between groups, setting cntena for the efficient

and eqwitable delivery of services and actas the financial backer and promoter of the

proSram.

6.5 LEGAT CONSIDERATIONS

6.5. 1 OCCUPANCY RESTRICTION

To realíze the social and economic benefits from a gardensuite program, the 'correct,

user population must inhabit the units. Being a relatively inexpensive form of

housing, it is prone to attract those people, such as sfudents, single parents etc., who

are in search of affordable housing. There is a strong argument that elimin attng

certain Sroups from occupying the units is short sighted. With alarger population

Sroup to draw from the economic viability of the program would be greater. In

addition the issue of equitable access to an alternative form of housing for the mentally

challenged, single parents would not be in question. However, it is feared that should a

younger population be allowed to occupy the units, demandon soft andhard services

would tax the existing infrastructure of a community. Two methods have been

explored in an aftempt io regulate occupants of gardensuites, they are: by-laws; and

contracts.

6.5.1.1. By-laws

Through planning or municipal acts local governments are given the power to develop

and tegulate by-laws in relation to land use, construction standards and a myriad of
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other items. With respect to garden suites and other forms of housing, local

governments have questionable powers as to regulation of occupancy.

The legal case of Regina v. Bell brought to light the discriminatory nature of some

zoningby-law definifions, specifically the notion of family. The Supreme Court of

Canadafound that øthe devise of zoning by reference to the relationship of the

occupants rather than the use of the building is one which is ultra vires (beyond the

power) of the municipality.nT'L However, in the case of smith et. al. v. corporation of

TinyrJudge Robins of ontario's Supreme Court stated, in reference to the Regina v.Bell

decision, that (the decision, in my opinion, does not go that far andmust be

interpreted in light of the particular by-law, prohibition is an issue in the case and the

Court's conclusion as to the reasonable and inequitable consequences which flow from

it.'t42 The decision byJudge Robins has lead some to beüeve that agarden zuite

proStam could regulate occupancy through the term pensioner. The term pensioner is

not as semantically bound as the term family, but it has yet to be seen if such by-law

wording would be acceptable.

6.5.1.2. Confracts

The superior method for regulating occupancy is a contract.r{s Iocal Governments as

sepatate legal identities can and do enter into contra ctual arrangements (ex.

contracting out garbage collection serryices or road repair). The benefits of this form of

t4t M.Ia'¿arowich and B. Halely, op. cit., p. gg.

raz lbid., p. 85.
ras lbid., p. 91.
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regulation over other forms arel. greater control and flexibility over terms; and a

greatet degree of support from the courts in zupporting the terms of the document.

Greater control over delinquent tenancy is achieved with a contract because of its one

to one nafure with the tenant. The occupant andthe host family must sign alegal

document and reconfirm it periodically in person with the local government. This

formal approach creates an atmosphere that is less conducive to fraud. 7nníng

regulations on the other handrallow properties to go unchecked. By-laws are

generally nof enforced unless someone lodges a complaint, as the cost involved in

policing every local government policy would be prohibitive.

Court are Senerally more lenient with people who have contravened local government

by-laws, as compared to those who have broken contracts.laa Enforcement of zoning

by-laws through the courts can be both lengthy and costly. Conceivably a garden suite

program could be in place with several units occupied by people other than seniors for

years, before a decision would be made by the courts about aby-lawco¡travention.

contracts ,however, are generally resolved quickly in the lower court system.

taa lbid.,p.92.
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6.6. SUMMARY

Both the means of regulation and implementation play an imporlant role in the success

of a garden suite program. The means of regulation and implementation provide the

security to all pafües involved that the program will be run in a cost efficient,

equítable, and correct manner.

It would apperrr that for the regulation of unit occup 
^ncyrremoval 

and maintenance

that none of the proposed means of regulations were superior. Instead, use of a

companion contract document seemed most beneficial. As noted contracts are viewed

as more readily enforceable than municipal by-laws in a court of law.

In relation to speed of implementation, cost to the applicant and degree of certainty for

the applicant, a Provincial directive followed by making garden suites an out-right

use, addressed these objectives the best. In terms of public involvement the out-right

use scenario was considered to be the optimal form of regulation. This scenario

provided for the opportunity to educate the public and address their concerns up front,

while not requiring the individual applicants to undertake protracted public

negotiations.

overall it was felt that making garden suites a permitted use in a single family zone

(out-right use scenario), in tandem with a contract outlining terms for unit

occupation, removal and maintenance, was the optimal means of garden suite

regulation.
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With regard to implementation of a garden suite þrogram, the Hybrid system was

considered to be optimal, as it retains the benefits and discards the negative attributes,

of each system. The proposed hybrid implementation system would take advantage of

the private sectors built in system of production and disfribution, presently well

established within the manufactured home associations in each province.

The non-profit housing associations which are sef up to deliver affordable and special

needs housing in most provinces, could become the delivery agency for the protram.

The governments role would then be to ensure overall performance of the program by

facilitating communicafion between groups, setting criteria for the efficient and

equitable delivery of services. Most importantly the government would act as financial

backer and promoter of the program.

By blending the means of implementation, one takes advantage of the skills and

abilities of each group and prevent costly duplication of services.

The last part of the chapter raised the legal concern with restri cting a form of housing

to one demographic group. Court cases have focused in on such isolation practices.

The results of these court cases indicate that contractual agreements are generally

perceived as superior to by-laws, for the regulation of garden suites.
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CITY OF NANAIMO - CASE STUDY

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the garden suite concept and its viability

within a specific and known context, in this case the City of Nanaimo. This chapter

begins with a concise overview of the City of Nanaimo's history and demographic

characteristics. The chapter Soes on to examine the potenti al demand for garden suites

as an alternative semi-independent housing option for seniors. The potential demand

for garden suites in Nanaimo is extrapolated from the potential user/host

characteristics determined as part of the Gallup Canada national garden suite survey.

In determining the actsal demand for garden suites other issues must be taken into

consideration. The viability of garden suites is affected by physical issues such as lots

size and severe topography, ecorlomic issues such as unit cost and general social issues

such as the changing nature of family, community and government. These issues are

further examined in relation to Nanaimo.

The lafter half of the chapter examines the regulatory, administrative and political

factors which would effect the implementation of a garden zuite program in the city.

7.2 THE CITY OF NANAIMO

7.2.I. BACKGROUND

The City of Nanaimo, British Columbia is located on the eastern coast of Vancouver

Island approximately l oO kilometers north of the capital city of Victoria. The current
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population of the City of Nanaimo is 72 OOO (extrapolated from the I991 census

figure of 60 13O), with an additional 30 OOO people in the surrounding regional

disrrict. Since t 986 Nanaimo has been one of the fastest growing cities in Canad,z. Ti¡e

city covers an area of 88.19 square kilometers of which approximately a/3.¿r ¡t

developed.

The city's history lies in coal miningand forestry. In recent years the reliance on

primary based industries for employment has decreased somewhat with the service,

construction and health care inch¡stries showing strong gains. As Graph I indicates

the City's basic sector income is still derived primarily from forestry, government

transfer payments, pension ancl investment income.

Graph i

Basic Sector Income-Based Employment Dependence

Source: (BC Cornmunity Economic Dependencies", BC Ministry of Finance, l 98g.

In terms of primary services Nanaimo has a full scale hospital which meets the. needs

of the City ancl the north end of Vancouvcr Island, a degree granting community

Other ir-rnsr¿; Prnts

:n./-¡sir'3.:
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college which is affiliated with thc University of Victoria, a commuter airport, ferry

serwice to Vancouver and a public transit system.

7 .2.2. Demographic Characteristics

Nanaimo has historically maintaitrcd a strong growth rate. The 
^verage 

annual

population increase was 3.1% between 1976 and 7981.l'rs The recession in the early

l98O's cause the growth rate to drop, however, the lafter half of the decade saw a

significant growth spurt (+.1oX' per annum) which continues todayr+e.

Between 1971 to 1981 on average Nanaimo grew by approximately 12G6 persons per

year(3.6ù,6 growth rate).t{7 From 1981 to 1986 the local economy and the city growth

rate took a dowtrward furn. Otr average during this five year period the City grew by

only 392 pcrsons a year(.8% growth rate).r.re With the economic upswing in l9g6 the

City population figures began to swell, such that Nanaimo experienced one of Canad¿'s

highest growth rates. Otr average between 1986 and 1996 the community grew by

2297 persons per year(4.S% growth rate¡.tt' There are no indications that this level of

growth will change over the next tèw years.

The growth in Nanaimo's population is primarily fueled by migration from other

provinces and other cities in British Columbia. In looking at the age profile between

1976 and 1991 the growth in the cities population has been greatest in three age

groups; 30-44 year olds, infants, and seniors (65+).

r.s B.C. Ministry of finance, People Mo<Iel # f 9-
r16 lbid.
r.7 [bid.
¡.t lbid.
r1e lbid-
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The increase in the number of 30-44 year olds and infants is in large part due to the

influx of families who are either leaving larger urban centers in search of a better

quality of life or are moving for employment opporfunities.

The growth rate in the 65* age group has outpaced British Columbia fi¡5ures and

Canadian figures. The seniors'growth rate in Nanaimo surpasses traditional

retirement communities zuch as Victoria, Kelowna and Vancouver. This growth rate

can in partbe explained by Nanaimo's mild climate, comparative afîordable cost of

living, availability of primary services, and proximity to two major urbancenters. City

of Nanaimo estimates project seniors will compose 23% of Nanaimo's population by

the end of the next decade.

7.2.3. Potential Demand

A potential demand for a product is considered to exist wher e a need.is met by a goú.

The interest in, or need for, gurd,"nsuites will come from two groups: I) seniors who

require semi-independent housing; and 2),.families" who reside in a single family

home and have a elderly relative who requires semi-independent housing. Given ihe

host-user relationship that must exist for a garden suite program to work, the

potential demand for garden suites, can in partbe determined by the number of

potential hosts and users. For the purpose of this practicum the host-user relationship

has been limited to family. As figures do not exist on blood relationships between these

two interest groups, a more accurate number of possible pairings is not possible

without alarge scale survey. Itr order to befter estimate the number of potential users

and hosts in Nanaimo, the characteristics of the potenti al pafücipant will need to be

examined.
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According to the national garden suite market survey prepared,by Gallup Canada,

nrimary potential hosts are individuals between 30 and.4g years of age with three to

four people residing in the home(i.e. family scenario). As previously noted, two of the

three age Sroups experiencing the greatest growth in Nanaim o are SO-44 year olds

and infants. In actual numbers, Nanaimo has a relatively large number of SO-4g year

old compared to other segments of the population .The actual number of people who

fall into this category is 18 325 or 3Oo/o of the population, based on lggI census

figures. The number of two parent families in Nanaimo with one or two children is

5 83o or 9.70,6 of the population. Based on these age and "family" criteria

garden suite hosts.

According to the national garden suite market survey preparedby Gallup Canada,

primary potenfial users are more likely to be single(i.e. widowed, divorced or

separated) andhave low incomes. The number of seniors (6S+) in Nanaimo based on

the 1991 census is 8 760 or 14.íVo of the population , and 27o/o of them live alone.

According to an income study prepared by the Canadian Council of Non-market

Development in t 9911 65.;6 of Nanaimo seniors have yearly gross incomes less than ZO

ooo dollars, with 250,6 of this group falling below the poverty line(i.e. annualgross

income of $ 12 769). In Nanaimo the British Columbia Housing Management

Corporation Sross annual income threshold for a single senior to be eligible for assisted

housing is $ 2I 5OO.
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Based on the Seneral demographic characteristics of Canada's seniors population,

women are more likely to be single during their senior years, ând women and widows

are also more likely to be poor. In Nanaim o 570,6 of the seniors population are women,

which equates to 8.30,6 of the City's population. In 1g8S nation ally,7Oo,6of seniors

with low incomes u¡s¡s f¿rn¿ls.rso

The potential demand for garden suites is also dependent on the viable housing

alternatives that exist, the benefits of each and the costs. The lafter two points will be

addressed later within this chapter.

In Nanaimo the semi-indepencletrt forms of housing which currently exist are:

A) Private or rented home with home support;

B) Subsidized housing with home support;

C) Private congregate care with home support; and

D ) Secondary zuite of a relative with home support.

Based on a telepho¡re interview Ms. Sue Stroud of gritish Columbia Housing

Management Corporatiort who ovÈrsees subsidized housing for seniors in Nanaimo, a

moderate demand exists for their product. [n Nanaimo there are twelve (I2) seniors

¡5o M. Novak, (Scarborough,lgES) p.69.
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housing projects with a combined total of 340 residential units. Waifing üsts exists for

all twelve housing projects.

In telephone conversations with the two (2) private congregate care facilities in

Nanaimo, demand for their facilities was considered to be high. Waiting lists were

reported to be fairly lengthy (estimated 6 month wait time). The most telting

occurrence regarding the demand for this form of housing is that two well established

congregate care chains are a8€iressively seeking development opportunities in the city

and a third is in the early stages of rezoni ng a parcel of land to accommodate their

development.

Closure of hospital beds can and has caused abaclongup of the care system. Semi-

independent care facilities have found themselves administering to residents who

would normally be in intermediate care facilities. As zuch people who need asmall

degree of care and wish to move into a semi-independent congregate facitity find that

space is not avallable. With contitrued reduction of transfer payments from the Federal

Sovernment, and provincial budget shortfalls, hospital bed closures will likely become

more common.

It would appear that based on demographic characteristics and availability and

demand for existing seniors semi-independent housing, that the potential demand for

an alternative sþmi-independent housing form such as garden zuites would be fairty

strong within the Cify of Nanaimo.
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7.3 PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS

Chapter 3 outlined the physical constraints associated with the implementation of a

garden suite program namely: the unit size, layout and appearance;the size,

configuration and topography of the host site; the location of the unit in relafion to

community amenities and transit; and lot coverage of the site by the existing residence.

Using the City of Nanaimo's geographic information system data base and the

assumptions and conclusions from chapter 3, two maps were produced. A base map

(Map 1) has been generated so as to show how many lots within the City's urban

containment bound¿ry by zoningand size alone would be eligible to participate in a

garden suite program. An overlay map was then produced (Map Z) which shows how

many lots would be eligible to participate in a garden suite program given the physical

and location constraints of:

1) Topography (exceedíng20 % slope);

2) Sensitive habitat ( Rs defined by schedules u/g of the Official community plan); and

3) Proximity (+Oo meters) to basic commercial services andPublic Transit.

of the 79 522lots deemed as suitable on *Í.ich to site a gardensuife shown on Map

1, only 4 419 (22oÁ) were determined to be physically suitable based on criteria of

zoning, size, topography,setrsitive habitat,and proximity to basic commercial services

and public transit.

The number of lots capable of housing a garden suite is also effected by the lot

coveraSe of the existing home and whether the remaining open space is sufficient to
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site a Sarden suite. No data regardingprimary residence lot coverage has been

collected and as such this factor could not be accounted for on the overlay map.

However, as discussed in Chapter 3 the trend towards larger homes and hence greater

lot coverage,began to appear in Nanaimo in the early 1980's with the economic

upswing and continues today. The increased cost of developing land has in part fueled

this trend in Nanaimo and many other urban centers. Demand.by consumers has
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pushed floor areas and conversely lot coverage to the point where most new home

built in Nanaimo are consistently reaching the maximum lot coverag e (4O%) permitted

in single family zones. Given the required building setbacla for a common 6O0 square

meter single family lot and 400,6lot coverage by the primary dwelling, little to no room

is left for a reasonable sízed garden suite.

Home ownership is another limiting factor in the implementation of a garden suite

program. Given the alterations required to a residential lot fo accom modate the unit, it

would be unlikely that renter of an single family dwelling would gain permission from

the owner- In an utban sefting it may be necessary to remove landscaping, fencing etc.

to install the unit or the required service hook-ups. In addition the regulation and

prívate financing of the garden suites would be hampered by the third parry owner. In

terms of the City of Nanaimo based on fhe 1991 census figures GSo,6 of single family

dwellings are owner occupied.

A successful garden suite program requires a match between a host family which owns

a single family home, a senior and a suitable lot. Given the physical limitations

inherent to such a housing pro1ram the potential number of eligible lots will

significantly decrease. Add to this the need to match a host and, auser by blood

relations and the potential number of eligible matches further decreases.
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7.4 SOCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

As outlined in chapter 4 the changing naturelroles of family, communify and

Sovernment are factors which effect the implementation of a garden suite program.

For garden suites to be effective support is required from all parties. This has be borne

out in successful garden suite progr ams abro,ad, most notably in Ausfrali a andEngland.

The prevalence of women in the work force means the traditional caregivers will not

be available to tend to tlte neecls of the elderly. In Nanaim o 7oo/o of women with

children work outside the home. As noted n chapter 4 Canadian families spend more

time then ever before tending to economic necessity (i.e. food and shelfer), which in

turrn leaves liftle time for caring for arr elderly family member. Dual i¡come families

will likely be reticent to take on the additional burden of caring for a senior. Knowing

Sovernment housing,/care alternatives exist makes the promotion of a housing form

that involves significant family participation difficult.

Traditionally community support is based in extended families developed through

religious, service atrd social organízatiorls, over an extended period of time. The

general decline in the participatiotr rates of these organizations and the increased

mobility of the family obviously limits the opportunity for such bonds to form.

Based on 1991 Canada census figures for Nanaimo 75o,6of the surveyed population

had being living in their current location between 1 and.4 years. The Nanaimo fþre
for those people still living in the same location for 5 or more years drops to Sgo,6of the

surveyed population. The movement of the city's population is equally split between

internal and external migrants. Regardless of what type of movement is happening
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(i'e' within or between cities) the high degree of movement in Nanaimo,s populafion

does not assist in the formulation of community bonds. Without community bonds

families becomes isolated. The ability of the family to function in its current over

burdened state, and care'for an elderly parent on top, requires external support. If
community bonding is strained by the above factors then support is not likely to exist.

As such the family will be more likely to turn to the government. Governments in turn.

are trying to reduce their costs. The city of Nanaimo is currently preparing the I ggT

budget taking into account estimate d, go-50o,6 reductions in transfer payments from

the Province.

The garden suite concept requires assistance be provided to the senior residing in the

unit, if the benefits of delaying institutio nalizationare to be rcalized. The changrng

nature of family, community and Soverïunent impede the application of this housing

form' with the restrictive "physical" factors previously noted and the abovesocial

issues the pool of potential user/host pairings will obviously be further reduced.

In deciding whether or not to impleme nt a gard,ensuite program in Nanaimo it is
necessary to understand the following:

l) The cost of this form of housing to the user;

2) The compatable alternative forms of housing in Nanaimo and the cost and

availability; and

3) The economic status of seniors in Nanaim o andtheir ability to assume the costs

associated with renting or owning a garden suites.
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The national gatden suite survey prepared by Gallup Canada indicated that the cost of

a unit is the primary consideration when a potential occupant is looking at garden

suites as an housing option. The survey also indicated that comparison shopping

between alternative forms of supportive housing was occurring. Table 8 outlines the

cost of both rentin g and owning a garden suite, along with the costs associated with

other available semi-independent housing options in Nanaimo.

In terms of the availability of alternative forms of semi-independent housing in

Nanaimo currently both private congregate care facilities and, al| twelve B.C.H.M.C.

housing projects have waiting lists. The current rental vacancy rate in the City

according to c.lv{.H.c. figures is 4.so,6- Nanaimo has a reaso nably large zupply of
uaffordable" apartments, however, the units generally are in older buildings which are

nearing the end of their life-span and are being eyed for redevelopment. In terms of

secondary suites informal city records indicate that there is an abundant zupply.

The economic status of seniors in Nanaimo will obviously affect their choice i¡
housing. The national garden suite market stucty indicated that potential occupants are

more likely to be single (i.e. widowed, separated or divorced) and, have much low

income levels' This study estimates 42% of the potential users in BC and, 310.6

nationally will have incomes at or below $ 20 OOO per year.rsr As determined by the

Canadian Council of Notr-market Development approximately GS% of seniors in

Nanaimo have incomes at of below $ 20 OOO per year and 25ù,6 fall below the poverty

line, based on a gross annual income of $ I 2 T6g.Ls"

tst Gallup Canada, G"r,l.n Suir., D.,,r.rurn."d.rn p.ogrn,n,N",ion"l Su*.y
(Ottawa, t9S9) p. f f .

lsz Seniors Assessrrrent, Growth ancl Erlucation Tesk Force, op. cit., p. I I.
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In Nanaimo the British Columbia Housing Management Corporation gross annual

income threshold for a single senior to be eligible for assisted housing is $ 2l SOO. A

general rule of thumb which has evolved over the years, is that housing costs for this

critical income level should be kept at or below 30% of gross annual income. For at

least 65% of Nanaimo's seniors this figure would translate into amaximum monthly

housing expenditure of $ SST.OO.

Based on the economic status of the majority of Nanaimo's senior population

affordabílity will be the most signifi cant factor in housing choice. As Table g shows

two (2) semi-independent housing options exist in the City which fall at or below the

30 % gross annual income threshold, they are; B.c.H.M.c. assisted housing and

apartment rental. The rental cost associated with secondary suites would also likely

fall below the 30% threshold, however, no accurate figures exist on what if any rent is

being charged. The garden suite rental option exceeds the 500,6 threshold by $l2g.oo

per month' The garden suite purchase options exceed the 3}o/o income by $33g.OO

per month, and the private congregate option exceeds the threshold by more than

double.

In order for garden suites to be a viable housing option for the majorify of seniors in

Nanaimo they must be eligible for a rental subsidy. Garden suife ownership is unlikely

to be successful in Nanaimo unless significant financialassistance was received from

the family of the senior.
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Table 8

Housing
Option

Mcdic¿l
Carç

Provided

I lousc
Kccpin¿ç
Provirlctl

Transit
Provided

Rec¡.e¿tion Cost/Mnth
Provided (1 bdrm

Extra
Monthly

unit) Costs-ca;Aä--'---'*'-'î;------"--"ñi;"-"-"---- No--*-----'ñö'* -*î'õ6,i:ãÉ Me¿ls on
Suite
(Rent)

Garden No No No
Suiûe
(Own)

Frivate No
Congregate
C¿re

Wheel,
Home
Care,
Transit,
Hydro,
Cabte,
Telephone.

No $ 875.OO Me¿ls on

mt'
C.are,
Transit,
Hydro,
C¿ble and
Telephone.

Yes $ I495.OO Nursing
Scrwices,
C-¿ble and
Telephone.

Yes $ 537.OO Me¡ls on
Wheel,
Home
Care,
Transit,
Hydro,
C¿ble and
Telephone

S 498.OO Me¡ls on
Wheel,
Home
Carc,
Transit
Hyaro,'
C¿ble and
Telephone

$ O-? Meals on
Wheel,
Home
Care,
Transit,
Hydro,
Cable ancl

Ycs Yes

B.C.HÀÍ.C. No No No
Subsidizcd
Housing

R.cntal No No
Âpartment

No Varies

Secondary No Ntr No No
Suite

Source: Canada Mo4gage and Housing Corporation data, B.C. Housing Management Corporation dat¡.
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Given the cost differences between avallable housing forms in the city and the

comparison shopping that is predicted to occur, up-take of garden suites would likely

be affected if the vacancy rate increased substantially or additional seniors subsidized

housing was constructed in the city.

7.6 ACTUAT DEMAND FOR GARDEN .SI IITE.S

The potential demand for garden suites in Nanaimo is relatively high. A significant

population of potential users atrd hosts exist according to the characteristics defined in

the national garden suite market study prepared by Gallup Canada. However, the

actual demand is significantly less when other relevant issues in relation to the

viability of a garden suite program are accounted for. The upool" of potential user,/host

pairings is reduced based on the requirements of this housing program.

If garden suite use is limited to blood relations as recommended, it can be reasonably

assumed that this will greatly limit the number of successful pairings between user

and host.

Physical limitations on the implementation as outlined in chapter S,have the affect of

limiting the number of potential lots in the City from lg 522 to 44l g based on the

criteria of; zoning, size, topography, sensitive habitat,and proximity to basic

commercial services and public transit. This translate info 220,6 of the residential lots in

Nanaimo being physically suitable on which to site a gardenzuite. When the Iimiting

factors of physical constraints andblood relation are combined it further limits the

number of potential garden suite program participants.
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Social limitations to the success of garden suites in Nanaimo are similar to those

elsewhere in Canada. The garden suite concept relies on the provision of general and

medical support for the senior residing in the unit. With the existing burdens on the

family and its changing structure, the break down of community ties as a result of

increase mobility and decreased participation in traditional community building

organízatíons, and the desire of government to reduce costs, implementation of garden

suites is further hampered.

in comparison to other

communities in Canada.In Nanaimo the gross annual income fþre used by

B.C.H.M.C. for eligibility for seniors assisted housing is $ 21 500. Sixry five (65%)

percent of seniors in Nanaimo have gross attnual incomes at or less than $ ZI 5OO.

Twenty five (25%) percent of this group fall below the poverty line define d,by angross

annual income of $ 12 769. It is generally accepted that when an individual's income

ís at a critical level, housing costs should be kept af or below thirty (g0.,,6) percent of

their annual gross income. For the majority of seniors in Nanaimo this translate into a

maximum monthly rent of $ 537.00. The monthly rental cost of a gardensuíte is

estimated to exceed this 3O % maximum by $128.00. The monthly ownership cost

would exceed the 30% maximum by $338.00.

When incomes are at a critical level cost of housing becomes the most sþnificant factor

affecting housing choice. Currently in Nanaimo three other housing options exist

which are less costly than garden suites, namely; apartment rental, B.C.H.M.C. assisted

housing, and secondary suites. In order for garden suites to be viable for the majority

of seniors in Nanaimo a re¡rtal option must be provided alongwith rental subsidies.
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Garden Suite ownership is unlikely in Nanaimo unless significant financial assistance

is received from the senior's family.

is also a factor which will effect the

actual demand for alternative housing forms such as garden suites. Currently in

Nanaimo there are waiting lists for all subsidized housing projects. The current rental

vacancy rate is 4.3 0,6. Nanaimo has a reasonably large stock ol "affordableÐ apattment

units. However, these units are generally located in older buildings which are nearing

the end of their life span and are being eyed for redevelopment. Based on real estate

advertisements, Cify bylaw enforcement records and the observations of City building

inspectors and plan checkers the number of secondary suites in Nanaimo is substantial.

It would appear that currently in Nanaimo the avaílability of cheaper alternative

housing options would likely negatively affect the implementation of a garden srrite

program.

From a relatively large pool of potential pafücipant in a garden suite program, the

above physical, social and economic issues significantly affect the actualdemand for

this housing form.

7.7 IMPLEMENTATION AND REGULATION
IN THE CITY OF NANAIMO

In terms of implementation of a garden suite program Chapter G conclude d.that a

hybrid syti"* was optimal, as it culled the best of the private, public and non-profit

delivery sysfems. With respect to ref+rlation of a garden suite program, making the
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housing form an out-right use in residential zones, in conjunction with a contractual

agreement between the city and the user, was considered optimal.

This section takes the conclusions of Chapter 6 and reviews them in relation to the

current stafutory, policy, and political framework of The City of Nanaimo.

7.7.1. STATI..TTORY DOCUMENTS

The Municipal Act of British Columbia

In relation to the implementation or regulation of garden suites there is no conflicting

material in this document. As such, no amendments to this document would be

required in order to undertake a garden suite program in Nanaimo.

The Regional Growth Management Plan

In relation to the implementation and regulation of a garden suite program this

documentissupportive.Thedocumentscallsfordensificationwithinexistingurban

centers and provision of a variety of housing forms to meet the need of the residents of

each municipality.

The Official Communifv Plan

The Official Community Plan is composed of three documents namely; the Master PIan, 
i

the North Nanaimo Concept Plan and the Old City Concept Plan. None of the plans

specificallyaddressgardettsuites.Theonlyrelevantpolicieswouldbethoserelatedto
t,

low density multiple family development, particularly duplexes. This review assumes

that support for a duplex could be extende d, to a gardensuite, as both result in a

situation where two dwelling units and the occupants exist on orre lot. As well
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duplexes are permifted on single family sized lofs (600 square meters) and generally

cover a gteater percentage of the lot area and must address the issues of additional

parking requirements and the resulting restriction on open space. I have not granted

similar transference between secondary suites and garden suites as the issues of

increased lot coverage, parking and open space limitations are not imposed.

The Master Plan for the City adopted in 1986 is limited in scope and does not speak to

the issue of densifying single family neighbourhoods, either on a permanent or

temporary basis. The plan calls for all multiple family development to be locate on a

major roadwayrin close proximity to a commercialnode, school, recreational facility,

and transit and to not impose on existing single family neighbourhoods. The Master

Plan provides no real support for the introduction of gard,ensuites, as all multiple

family developments, from gard,ensuites to high rises, must vie for a finite number of

suitable development sites. In addition such general requirements do not address the

uniqueness of the garden suite form of housing. If the above criteria are followed

certain suitable sites within single family neighbourhoods would not be avallable to a

garden suite.

The N.N'C.P. was adopted December 1992 and regulates land use for approximately

1/ 3 of Nanaimo's land area. The majority of the land area covered by the plan is

designated as single family. The plan permits rezonings in this designation to low

density multiple family which includes duplexes, however, they are restricted to sites

with steep terrain or setrsitive habitat. While sensitive habitat may not pose a problem

when locating a garden suite, steep terrain does. Due to the need for uniformity of
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design to keep production costs low, and the need to be able to transport

fTatbed truck to the site, garden suites can not easily be made to fit both

terrain.

the units by a

flat and steep

Historically rezonings to multiple family within the single family designation of the

N.N.c.P. have been contentious and rarely successful, this includes rezonings to

duplex. In part the reason for the negafive response to rezonings in this land use

designation lies in the make up of the north end community and the conditions under

which the plan was developed. So while the N.N.C.P. supports duplexes in single

family neighborhoods the citizens may effectively block its introduction. The political

reality of abiding by community plans will be discussed in more detail later in this

chapter.

The Old City Concept Plan (O.O.C.P.I

The o.o.C.P. was adopted in April 1992. Again there are no specific policies within

this document that pertain to garden suites. However, a specific duplex designation

does exist, and the companion zoning (RM- I I Old City Single Family/ Duplex Zone) is

also in place. Development in the old city since the plans adoption has be in

accordance with the document. The tlrree proposed amendments to the plan since its

adoption have been defeated. As with the North Nanaimo Plan there is a strong

contingent of citizens who take ownership of the land use document and defend its

'proper" implementation.

A review of the City zoning bylaw was undertaken over a period of two years and the

resulting new zoning bylaw was adopted in August of 1993. Garden suites are not a
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permitted use in any zone in the City of Nanaimo. In addition, no more than one

residence may be located on a single family lot, unless the lot area equals or exceeds .5

hectares (1 acre). With the vast majority of single family lots in Nanaimo being less

than .5 hectares in area, an amendment to the zoning bylaw would be necessary in

order to accommodate the implementation of gatdensuite program.

As concluded in chapter 6 making ¡¡arden suifes an outright use in conjunction with

the requirement for a contract between the local government body and, the applicant is

the most appropriate method of regulation. In order to implement a garden suite

proSram based on this regulatory method, the following amendments to the City of

Nanaimo Zoníng Bylaw would be required:

1) Amend all single family zones to permit either a second dwelling unit or change the

definition of accessory building to include garden zuites. Accessory sfrucfures i.e.

garden sheds or separate garages are currently permitted on single family lots;

2) Relax the lot coverage maximums and the required setbacks from the property lines.

As was discussed earlier in this chapter the trend towards smaller lots and larger

homes means siting two structure on one residential lot will be difficult and in some

cases impossible unless the setbacks and lot coverage requirements are relaxed. Even in

the older parts of a city where lot sizes are larger relaxation's will likely be necessary

in order to site the garden suite on the Iot in a sensitive manner. The more flexibility

that can be built into the siting process the less cumbersome installation of the unit

will be. Relaxation to the building setback and lot coverage would need to be
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reviewed against the British Columbia Building Code to see at what point minimum

building separation would be an issue; and

3) Amend the off-street parking requirements to either require one additional stall or

to specifically exclude garden suites from parking requirements. As concluded in

chapter 3 relaxation would seem appropriate given the temporary nature of the unit

and likelihood that the potential user of the garden suite would not have a car due to

either health or financial limitations.

7.7.2. POLICY DOCUMENTS

T'he City of Nanaimo Housing Policy

The City Housing Policy is a broad based document which calls for the implementation

of a range of housing choices based on type, tenure, size, density and cost. The

document also calls for development of housing for special needs groups be they the

elderly, poor or physically/mentally challenged. This policy is to be implemented

within all neighbourhoods and within all multiple family developments.

This. policy would support the introduction of garden suites provided a need for this

form of housing for seniors could be substantiated. l

7.8. POTITICAT CONSTRAINTS

For a new housing initiative to succeed broadbasedsupport is a necessity. Support

must be received from senior Sovernment(Federal and provincial), local government 
:

and the citizens,/electorate. In exploring the political reality of implementing a garden

suite program in Nanaimo, each area of support must be looked at, in order to assess

the opportunities and constraints.
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7.8.1. SENIOR GOVERNMENT

Government downloading is a reality which must be taken into account when

reviewing the implementation of a garden suite program. Where Federal funding

previously seemed almost limitless, provincial andlocalgovernments are now being

looked at to take on a greater degree of the fiscal and manpower responsibilities.

In the area of housing both Federal and provincial financial support appears to be

receding. Currently the City of Nanaimo is being told that the dollars for non-market

community housing proposal calls will continue to be reduced. At present provincial

proposal call arc the only mearls by which Nanaimo has secured non-market housing.

The Province recently amended thc Municipal Act giving greater powers to local

Sovernment to negotiate atrd secure non-market and alternative housing through the

rezoning process' This is seen by many as a precursor to making local government

solely responsible for the provision of the implementation of alternafive housing. Local

Sovernment can now secure a percentage of a development for alternative housing

using a Housing Agreemetrt. The contract between The owner/developer can specify

the following:

a) form of tenure;

b) class ofoccupant;

c) administration and management of the housing units/development; and

d) rents that rhay be charged and the rates at which rents may be increased over time.
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This new legislation has its limitation. local government Councils may not wish to

extract non-market housing from the development community in this manner. local

Sovernments by their nature have the closest relationship with the electorate.

Depending on the makeup of th" community and where a Councils'strongest support

lies, the necessary votes to secure non-market and/or alternative housing in a

community may not be there. Given the economic situation in a community the ability

to negotiate units may be hampered. As well, relying on the developme¡t community

for non-market/alternative housing will mean that certain innovative forms of

housing will not be built because they are not market able to a wide range of the

general public making the financial risk too high. Few development companies can

afford to take on the financial risk associated with non-traditional housing forms with

a small or unknown market. Garden suites are one such form of housing that would

likely not be built/promoted by the development community.

The administration of the housing units is another issue that the local government

would be required to handle when non-market housing is negotiated through the

developmetrt process. Currerrtly non-market housing sites are owned by The British

Columbia Housing Management Corporation (BCHMC), and where available, alocal

non-profit housing agency takes care of day to day administration and manatement.

BCHMC helps the non-profit agencies financially and with administration, policy and

legal mafters. If the trend towards community based housing initiatives continues

local government would likely have to take on the administrative and funding role

previously held by the province.
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7.8.2. LOCAL GOVERNMENT

while a potential market exists for garden suites and city policy zupports the

introduction of a range of housing to meet the needs of the community , there are

obstacles which can not be over looked. These obstacles are; finances and community

support.

The City has and continues to be subject to one of the highest growth rates in Canada.

Nanaimo has a population of approximately 7O,OOO ( 1gg 1 census) and has enough

zoned'land to accommoclate 5O,OOO more people. The financial obligations to provide

both hard and soft services to these lands and maintain existing services is immense.

In an effort to meet these obligations the City recently raised it's Development Cost

Charges by a substanfial amount.

In terms of a financial hierarchy suppoiting alternative forms of housing is a very low

priority. Without continued financial support from senior government it is very

unlikely that a garden suite program would be undertaken by the city.

The City is in the last stages of the development of a new Official Community plan

(OCP). As part of the suruey that went out to the community, and public discussion

Sroups' the issue of densification of single family neighbourhoods was raised, and

options were explained. The densification alternatives given were secondary suites,

garden suifes, smaller single family lots (32S rqrr^r" meters), duplexes, triplexes and

fourplexes. of the means of densification explored garden suifes and smaller lots were

the least accepted.
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The possibility exists that with a specific campaignto promote gardensuites abetter

response may be received. In Alberta local community information meetings were held

as part of their garden suite pilot project. These smaller more focused groups were

considered to be quite effective in addressing concerns and gathenng$pport for the

project. The question then becomes whether the benefits derived from a garden suite

program is worthy of the Staff time necessary to garnish community support. Given the

nature of single family subdivisions in generar and the history of growth and

development in Nanaimo, gaining support for garden suites would likely be a time

consuming and difficult process.

The homogeneity of single family subdivisions is often perceived to provide the

occupants a certain level of 'securify" regarding property values and activity levels be

it traffic volume or crime. Attempting to alter this basfion canbedifficult. An

individual may feel or have to give up control in and over many parts of their life.

often the only place that a person can exercise any degree of control is at home.

During the early period of high growth in Nanaimo after the recession in the early

1980's, understandably development in all its forms was welcomed by the local

Sovernment of the day. Many residents and the governmentts development policies

were not ready for such a growth spurt. Add to this a vast supply oi p".-"ored land

and it is understandable how poor quality developments and environmental

degradation occurred. As a result of this initial period of growth, and in large part

driven by the concertl of citizens, two local community plans were implemented with a

myriad of other development control bylaws.
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During the early period of high growth communitlz groups rose to address the issue of

development in their neighbourhoods. These groups were form of both old time

residents and recent migrants from urban centers. The latter consrifuents were

important additions to this scenario as many of them chose to live in Nanaimo to

escaPe rampant development. These recent migrants were generally better educated

and were cogruzantof how to effectively deal with politicians. With the memories of

recent developments in Nanaimo, these groups were not enamored by development in

general and multiple family developments specifically.

The results of this period canbe seen in the North Nanaimo Concept plan. The

majority of this plan calls for single family development. Rezonings to low density

multiple family is permitted on sites where topography prohibits standard single

family subdivisions, assuming that significant amounts of vegetation or a natural

feature(rock outcrop) can be retained. In practice all forms of rezonings in this plan

area are difficult and bring out a significant amount of public opposition.

The occurrences noted above are not limited to the north end of Nanaimo. local

neighborhood groups throughout the City are becoming more and more active and,

vocal in terms of land use and development issues. One of the primary focuses of the

incoming official community plan(ocp) is the protection of single family

neighborhoods. Given the recent development history of Nanaim o and, the survey

results from the OCP review proccss further conflict over development canbe

expected.
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7.9. SUMMARY

The potential demand for garden suites in Nanaimo is relatively high. A large

population of potential users and hosts exist according to the characteristics defined in

the national garden suite market study preparcdby Gallup Canada. The percentage of

poor seniors in our communify is approximately 650,6. It is estimatedthat seniors will

comPose 250,6 of Nanaimo's population at the height of the demographic wave in

Canada. Given these numbers it would appear that an alternative form of semi-

independent housing would be beneficial.

The actual demand for garden suites, however, is limited by the physical and

economic realities of the proçram) social changes in our society, and the general frend

of government to cut costs by reducing service and/or programs. Within the context

of Nanaimo these criteria and the political realities of the community restrict the

potential demand for garden suites to the point where the program would not be

viable at the present time.
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Chapter 8.O.

The aging of the Canadian population will have numerous effects on the functioning of

our society. One of the most significant will be the ability to pay for the housing and

care of seniors who can no longer function independently. In an effort to reduce the

need for expensive insfitutional based care semi-independent forms of housing are

b"iog looked at by government policy makers. Semi-independent forms of housing

allow seniors to remain in the community with limite d, care,which benefits both the

senior and tax payers. one form of semi-independent housing is garden suites.

Garden suites have been used with a range of success in several countries. T¡e most

successful program is in Victoria Australia with approximately 8OO garden suite units

in place. Professor Michael lazarowichof the Universify of Waterloo and the ontario

Ministry of Housing actively worked towards the implementation of the first garden

suite pilot project in Canada. By most opinions the pilot project was a success. Follow

up national market assessmertt and a regulation and implementation sfudies were

prepared. The market study prepared by Gallup Canadaindicated that the potential

demand for garden suites in canada is substantial and,worthy of program

implementation in selected cities. Currently there are no formal garden suite

proSrams in Canada, however, C.M.H.C. is still promoting this form of housing.

The purpose of this practicum was to examine the viability of the garden suite in the

known context of the City of Nanaimo, British Columbia. The obvious question in

regatd to the gatden suite was why are there no full time formal programs curyently

active in Canada?
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The city of Nanaimo appears on the surface tobe acommunity in which a garden suite

ptogram would be beneficial and function relatively well. The City has alarge

population of both potential users and host groups as defined by Gallu p Canada, and, a

large number of suitably zoned lots with sufficient area. However, when one examines

the physical, economic, social, regulatory and politic al realíty of this communify, it

becomes clear that garden suites are not a viable housing option in Nanaimo at the

present time.

The conclusions of this practicum have been separated into two parts, those general in

nature and those relating solely to the City of Nanaimo.

1' The potential demand for a product is determined fo exist when a good,meets a

need' The potential demancl for garden suites tn Canadaas determined by the

Gallup Ca.nada criteria used in their national market study, is substantial. The

actual demand for garden suites is dependent on physical, social , economic,

regulatory and political factors. The mathematical reality of achieving a painng

between a user and host family significantly decreases as the criteria for the

implementation of a gardensuite increases.

2' Given the current trerrd for seniors and the general population to reside in

urban centres, garden suites must be able to funcfion in more physically dense

settings' Given the size of garden suites, suburban settings with their larger

residential lots is the likely domain of the gardensuite.
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J.

suburban settings tend to be homogeneous in land use and have inadequate

public transit. This physic al rcality means that seniors living ín gardensuites

would likely be dependent on the host family or outside support services to

meet their daily needs. Independ ence andself reliance of the senior is

important to their overall health. Isolation of the senior in a single family

neighborhood that is vacated al least five days of the week by working adults, is

a reality with this form of housi'g. without abroader mix of land uses in

residenfial neighbourhoods seniors would become reliant on inadequ ate publíc

transit, expensive private trarrsit, or the good will of family, friends and

communify, in order to meet their daily needs.

In order for the garden srrite to deliver the proported benefits of strengthening

family bonds, and decrea.sing the dependence on government services, a strong

supporfive family must exist already. Given the currenf state of the family and

the existence of alternative forms of zupportive housin g that do not rely on

family support, enlisting host families will be difficult.

According to the national garden suite survey prepared,by Gallup canadarthe

most likely potential hosts are families with two children at home and parents

in the 30-49 age îange. currently families arÊ now more likely to have both

parents working outside the home. In addition families are working longer

hours then ever before to meet basic needs (i.e. food, clothing and shelter).

The time and financial resources of current Canadianfamilies necessary to

care for an elderly relative is limited.
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4.

unlike 30 to 40 years ago adult children now have viable alternatives to home

cate of an elderly relative. The "social and economic, contract between

parent and child that once ensured the care of the elderly in the home,

dissolved in part with the introduction of socialized medici ne andsovernment

housing programs. The mobility of the family arso prayed,a rore in turning care

of seniors over to the government. Extended families residing in one

community is no longer the norm. Increased mobility for the purposes of
advanced educatio', emproyment and lifestyre is more common, and.has

resulted in a smaller nuclear family. where the burden of caring for a senior

was previously spread over the enfire extended family, the current garden

suite concept would place the burden on the smaller nuclear family thaf is
already over extended both financially and time wise.

The mobility of and increased demands on the family has had its effect upon
communities. second to family, the communify is the next source of support

for seniors and the family' statistics canada data índicates a significant decline

in the participation in religious, social and service organizatíons. such

organizations are the foundation of community, and the zupport it offers.

with the changing nafure of the family and community, government support

for the senior in the form of meal preparationrtransportation healthcare etc.

will be required if garden suites as a form of semi-independent housing are to

be accepted and function effectively.

b-
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6. Decreasing Federal fransfer payments to the provinces has and will continue

to effect what social services the provinces are able to provide.

The amount of support necessary to maintain a senior in the community is

substantial. As indicated in the British examination of their garden suite

program' the ability to maintain a senior in the communify was directly related

to the amount of financial and particularly healthcare support a government

and family were willing to provide. With less family involvement governments

will need to look at the cost effectiverless of providing socials services to a

scattered clientele versus a congregate care situation. In the end it may be

beffer for both the senior and government to subsidize private care facilities.

7 ' If garden suites are to gain sprea d acceptance then the cost of the unit whether

owning or renting must be affordable to abroad,spectrum of potential users.

Based on the national garden suite zurvey preparedby Gallup Canadacost is

the most important factor in choosing a form of semi-independent housing.

Given the projected cost figures for ownership and rentalrgovernment

subsidies will be required to increase the acceptance factor of gardensuites.

In terms of unit ownership Sovernments will need to seek the zupport of banla

on the issue of financing an unknown product, with an unknown resale

market.

Successful implementation of a garden suite program will rely on the support of

local government and citizens. onc of the issues associated with garden suites

is the ability to ensure that the tarjeted group (i.e. seniors) is the one occupying

8.
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the units. In addition concerns exist about the potential for perïnanent

increased density in single family neighbourhoods.

If support is to be secured from the citizens and,localgovernment then

regulatory controls must be sfrong and lie in the hands of local government.

Support for such a housing pro1ram is unlikely if provinces are seen as forcing

it upon local communities. A significant amount of public involvement is

required to make a gatden suite program work. For some communities the time

and effort neccssary may not be worth the benefits delivered by such a housing

program.

local regulatory processes must also be balanced against the needs of the senior.

In the State of Victoria, Australia the most common reasorl for units not being

installed is the time delay causcd by regulatory procedures. The decision to

move is not an easy one for most people and especially the senior. once the

decision has been made it is import ant that the senior can move quickly into

their new home, before doubt about their decision sets in.

In terms of best addressing the needs and concerns of each party making

garden suites an out right use in single family residential zones, with the

requirement of a performance contract between the host, user and local

Sovernment, is the best means of regulation.

9' Effective implementation of a garden suite program will require government,

non-profit and private sectors to work together. obviously the private sector
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10.

manufactured home industry is the most able to deliver a cost sensitive unit to

market. ln an attempt to limit the involvement of government in the day to day

activities of such a program, existing non-profit housing agencies could take on

the maintenance of. a garden zuite program. In terms of making the whole

thing work and ensuring the support of the prlate sector the government

would need to deliver a reasonable market for this housing form. The delivery

of this market could be accomplished through an intensive adverfisement

campaign, rinancial incentives attd a companion support services package.

The preceding points raise, the question at what <costrr does the garden suite

concept become not acceptable? If the purpose of the program is to reduce the

economic cost to Sovcrnment of housing seniors, then this housing form is not

appropnate given the inability of the family to provide the degree of support

necessary to realize this benefit. In addition it still is to be proved as to

whether community care is more cost effective then centr alized care.

If the purpose of such a program is to enhance family ties then it succeeds. It

is important to understandthatby succeed I mean thaf families who wish to

maintain their close ties, would have a viable housing alternative.

If the purpose of garden suites is to maintain the senior in the communit y and,

provide an better quality of life then garden suites are only marginally

adequatergiven that they can only be located in a suburban or rural

environment where necessary services are lacking and isolation during the

working day is a reality.
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8.2. NANAIMO

7. Based on the criteria used in the national garden suite survey by Gallup

Canada, the potential demand for garden suites in Nanaimo is significant.

Nanaimo's population of seniors is projected to increase to 25% at the peek of

the demographic wave driving the agingtrend of the Canadianpopulation.

Given the waiting lists which exist for alternahve forms of semi-independent

housing and the aging of the affordable rental unit stock in Nanaimo,

introduction of an alternative semi-independent housing form is warranted.

2- As previously noted the potenti al demand for garden suites is affected by the

reality of physical, social, economic, regulatory and political factors. These

factors in combination effcctively eliminate this housing option as being viable

in Nanaimo at the current time.

3- Physical factors alone account for the elimination of T8o/o of residential lots

from being eligible for participation in a garden suite program. The greatest

physical factor in eliminating potential lots was the requirement of being

within 4Oo meters(walking distance) of a commercial centre and public transit.

4. The social implications for a garden suite program in Nanaimo are the same as

noted nationally. The increase in the number of families where both adults

work, the amount of time adult members of families work, and, the mobility of

the family further limit the potential for a garden suite programto deliver the
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proported benefits of increased family bonds and decrea.sed reliance on costly

government services.

5. Nanaimo's senior population is generally poor, with approximately 65% of its

members falling below the British columbia Housing Management

Corporation's assistance income threshold of $ 21 5OO per yea{gross). If

garden suites ate tobe accepted in Nanaimo then they must be financially

attractive in comparisotr to existing housing alternative.s. Based on the cost

figures used for discussion purposes garden suites whether rented or owned are

the most expensive form of semi-independent housing in Nanaimo, with fhe

exception of private congregate care. Given the cost associated with garden

suites and the relative availabllity of other forms of housing, government

subsidies will be required in order to make gardensuites more financially

aftractive.

6. In terms of regulation a trumber of City bylaws would need to be amended to

make garden suites an outright use in residential zones as previously

recommended. These amendments would require public involvement in the

form of council Hearings. Based on the recent surveys as part of the

development of the new Official Community Plan, support for this housing

form would be unlikely. When asked aboutdensification options in residential

neighbourhoods the least accepted option was garden suites. Concerns were

raised by the public regarding enforcement problems and the resulting

permanent increase in density and the associated demand on already taxed

services. Without significant education of the public, which would involve a
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Steat amount of staff time, wide spread acceptance of this housing form is not

likely. The question then must be raised as to whether the benefits of this

housing form are worth the necessarv staff time, for both gathering support

and maintaining support through timely enforcement action where necessary.

Given the restrictions on the application of this housing form due to physical,

social and economic constraints, expending such effort would not be an

appropnate at the present time.

7. Political reality for the City includes the increased downloading of government

services and reduction of funding from senior government. With less money

and greater demands on City staff, difficult decisions about what services and

how they will be provided must be made. Given the existing limitations and

uncertainties of this housing form nationally and in Nanaimo, support for a

garden suite program would appear to be premature.

8- In order to make a garden suite program viable in Nanaimo the following

would need to occur:

Senior qovernment

a) Maintain healthcare and social serr¡ices to the senior at current levels

and increase them where warranted;

b) Provide adequate rental subsidies for garden suite so that they

compare favourably to existing alternatives;

c) Support /encourage financial institutes in financin g garden suites at a

reasonable rate and down payment, in order that garden suite ownership

is a viable option;
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d) oversee the cost efficient production and distribution of the units to the user;

e) Develop in conjunction with local government procedures of

implementation and regulafion to be followed by the local non-profit groups

who would oversee the housing program;

Ð Support and encourage non-profit agencies whom deliver services to seniors

and the family; and

g) Continue to promote garden suites as an alterttative form of housing for

seniors.

local Government

a) Educate the public to the benefits and realities of this form of housing;

b) Work towards the development of mixed use residential

neighbourhoods;

c) Amend necessary city Bylaws to facilitate the implementation of garden

suites;

d) ¡vtake public transit as accommodating to the senior as possible (i.e.

reduced fares, optional stops);

e) support and encourage the development of community within local

neighbourhoods.
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APPENDIX A
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Fiqure 2

Source: C.M.H.C., (198$). tì:rrrl.'rr Suites: Art Evaluation Rcport with Suggestions for
Implementatirrn. p. 7.
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